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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate the convergence of various quantum random walks
to quantum stochastic cocycles defined on a Bosonic Fock space. We prove a
quantum analogue of the Donsker invariance principle by invoking the so-called
semigroup representation of quantum stochastic cocycles. In contrast to similar
results by other authors our proof is relatively elementary. We also show con-
vergence of products of ampliated random walks with different system algebras;
in particular, we give a sufficient condition to obtain a cocycle via products of
cocycles. The CCR algebra, its quasifree representations and the corresponding
quasifree stochastic calculus are also described. In particular, we study in detail
gauge-invariant and squeezed quasifree states.
We describe repeated quantum interactions between a ‘small’ quantum system
and an environment consisting of an infinite chain of particles. We study different
cases of interaction, in particular those which occur in weak coupling limits and
low density limits. Under different choices of scaling of the interaction part we
show that random walks, which are generated by the associated unitary evolutions
of a repeated interaction system, strongly converge to unitary quantum stochastic
cocycles. We provide necessary and sufficient conditions for such convergence.
Furthermore, under repeated quantum interactions, we consider the situation of
an infinite chain of identical particles where each particle is in an arbitrary faithful
normal state. This includes the case of thermal Gibbs states. We show that
the corresponding random walks converge strongly to unitary cocycles for which
the driving noises depend on the state of the incoming particles. We also use
conditional expectations to obtain a simple condition, at the level of generators,
which suffices for the convergence of the associated random walks. Limit cocycles,
for which noises depend on the state of the incoming particles, are also obtained
by investigating what we refer to as ‘compressed’ random walks. Lastly, we show
that the cocycles obtained via the procedure of repeated quantum interactions
are quasifree, thus the driving noises form a representation of the relevant CCR
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Historically, the term “random walk” appears for the first time in 1905, in Pear-
son’s letter [81] to Nature entitled “The problem of random walk”. In the same
year, due to Einstein [44], “random walks” were associated with Brownian move-
ments. A brief summary of Einstein’s idea is that a particle in a fluid without
friction after colliding with a molecule changes its velocity, and in particular the
change of velocity can be quickly dissipated if the fluid is very viscous. The over-
all result of this impact is the change of the position of the particle, which can be
interpreted as a random walk. Three years later Langevin [62] proposed the equa-
tion describing Brownian movements from Einstein’s idea; however at that time
the mathematical apparatus was too poor to solve this equation or even associate
it with known theory. Wiener’s [93] axiomatisation of random processes and his
rigorous construction of Brownian motion which appeard in 1920s, indicated the
right direction for future understanding of the Langevin equation. Mathematical
tools allowing approximation of Brownian Motion (according to Wiener’s defi-
nition) by normalised increasing sums (also called the invariance principle) are
due to, inter alia, Donsker [39], Doob [40], Kac [60] and Kolmogorov [61]; the
following statement of the invariance principle is presently used: on the space of
all continuous functions defined on the unit interval with the supermum norm,
the scaled random walk .Xn/n2N converges in distribution, as n ! 1, to the
standard Brownian motion .Bt/t2Œ0;1, where
Xn.t/ D 1p
n









and .xn/ is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables,
with zero expectation and unit variance.
1
Introduction
In early 1950s, Itô [59] developed stochastic calculus, which finally allowed
one to deal with equations in which coefficients are random processes, and so the
solution of the Langevin equation was correctly interpreted. Since then, random
walks and more broadly stochastic calculus have found applications in various
scientific fields including: cancer research [23], computer science [43], finance
[75], physics [92], physical biology [78].
The rudiments of the quantum analogue of stochastic calculus were initiated
by Hudson and Parthasarathy [56] in 1970s. Early results such as the first for-
mulation of a noncommutative central limit theorem [34] concern the situation
when classical random variables are replaced by a canonical pair .p; q/ of quan-
tum mechanical momentum and position observables (self-adjoint operators) on
L2.R/ satisfying the Heisenberg commutation relations. One of the first quan-
tum versions of Brownian motion was introduced 6 years later in [32], where the
authors refer to it as a canonical Wiener process. Due to the commutation rela-
tions satisfied by this process and its representation on a symmetric Fock space
over L2.RC/, the relevance to the theory of algebras of canonical commutation
relations (CCR) [11, 12] was emphasised. Development of quantum stochastic
integrals [58] together with corresponding quantum stochastic differential equa-
tions (QSDEs) gave a natural extension of the Itô stochastic calculus.
Quantum random walks. The first analogues of the Donsker invariance princi-
ple are due to Lindsay and Parthasarathy [80, 69], where they showed that certain
solutions of QSDEs, which generalise classical diffusions, can be approximated by
so-called spin random walks. Further attempts in random walks approximation
bring more descriptions of physical systems. In [9] Attal and Pautrat consider
the situation when a small quantum system interacts with a stream of identical
particles (in a discrete time-setup) according to repeated quantum interactions,
that is, the first particle interacts with a system for a short period of time h,
then it stops, the next particle from an infinite chain repeats the procedure and
so on. The unitary evolutions of the repeated interaction system generate the
quantum random walk. When we embed it into Fock space and let h! 0C, the
limit objects are the solutions of QSDEs (quantum stochastic cocycles). In [9] it
was assumed that each particle from an infinite chain is in the pure state induced
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by a unit vector; physically it might correspond to the ground (or vacuum) state.
The situation when the particle state is taken to be an arbitrary faithful nor-
mal state (in particular thermal Gibbs state) was first considered by Attal and
Joye in [5], but we would also like to indicate Gough’s work [52]. Moreover,
Attal and Joye observed that the driving noises form a gauge-invariant quasifree
representation of the CCR algebra. These convergence results were generalised
independently by Sahu [86] and Belton [17] for quantum flows. However, only
Belton’s results [18, 19] consider the situation where the particle state is differ-
ent than a pure state. In contrast to [9], Belton’s approach was coordinate-free
and no assumption of Hilbert–Schmidt type on the cocycle generator coefficients
was made. Furthermore, in [19] the result was established in the case when the
particle state is not even faithful. Recently, Das and Lindsay [35] have obtained
quantum random walks approximation results for Banach algebras. All previ-
ously discussed approximations concern cocycles with bounded generators. In
2008 Bouten and van Handel [25] have used semigroup methods and Trotter–
Kato theorem to obtain quantum random walk approximation results for unitary
cocycles with certain unbounded generators.
The theory of quantum random walks has been broadly applied, including to the
dilation theory of quantum dynamical semigroups ([17], [86]), approximation of
quantum Lévy processes ([48]), quantum feedback control and quantum filtering
([53], [26]) and repeated-interaction models for the atom-maser ([29, 28, 31]).
The quasifree picture. Quantum integrals are defined with respect to funda-
mental processes, which come from creation and annihilation operators associated
with the Fock representation of the CCR algebra. Quantum stochastic calculus
in which fundamental processes are obtained through different representations of
the CCR (e.g. Araki–Woods representations [12]), was investigated by Lindsay
in his dissertation entitled “A Quantum Stochastic Calculus” and in [57] together
with Hudson. Stochastic Integration for those quasifree representation of the
CCR was also investigated by Barnett Streater and Wildein in [13]. Recently,
Lindsay and Margetts have established a complete theory of quasifree stochastic
calculus in [67, 68].
Inspired by work of Attal and Joye and recent results of Lindsay and Margetts
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we provide random walk approximation to cocycles which are strictly quasifree.
Description of the contents
The contents of this thesis are presented in 5 chapters. In Chapter 1 we discuss
the rudiments of quantum stochastic calculus. We start by recalling the defi-
nition of the symmetric Fock space and its basic properties. Next, we review
the basic class of operators on the symmetric Fock space, including an abstract
gradient and divergence introduced by Lindsay in [64]. In Section 1.2 we start
with the definition of operator processes followed by the example of fundamental
ones. By exploiting the abstract gradient and divergence we adapt the Lindsay
definition of abstract Hitsuda–Skorohod and Itô integrals and thanks to them
we introduce quantum stochastic integrals. Further, the Fundamental Formulae
and Estimate are also discussed. After discussing quantum stochastic differential
equations (QSDEs) and quantum stochastic cocycles, we focus on the semigroup
representations of such cocycles. Those play an important role in our quantum
random walk approximation theorem. For the reader’s convenience and the com-
pleteness of the chapter we provide proofs of some theorems which are usually
omitted in the literature. We end the chapter by quoting the characterisation the-
orem [71, 50] of isometric quantum stochastic cocycles in terms of the cocycle’s
generator.
Chapter 2 presents the recent development of Lindsay and Margetts [67, 68]
on quasifree stochastic calculus. We start with introducing the partial (matrix)
transpose, which plays an important technical function in quasifree stochastic
analysis. The definition that we suggest is based on the one from [68], however
we restrict it to the case of bounded operators. Next, we explore the theory
of CCR algebras, focusing on the representations which are most relevant to
a quasifree stochastic calculus; these are representations which induce gauge-
invariant and squeezed states. Starting from different subalgebras of the CCR
and by employing duality theorems we obtain von Neumann algebras and their
commutants which will play the role of noise algebras. Next we discuss quasifree
integrals and Fundamental Formulea. The chapter ends with a brief summary of
the results on quasifree stochastic differential equations (Qf-SDEs) and associated
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cocycles obtained in [68].
After two preliminary chapters, quantum random walks, the central topic of
this thesis, is contained in Chapter 3 and 4. We start by recalling the definition of
toy Fock space, which is a discrete version of the symmetric Fock space. Next we
define quantum random walks and in Theorem 3.1.12 we show their convergence
to quantum stochastic cocycles, by employing the semigroup decomposition of
quantum stochastic cocycles and the notion of associated semigroups, introduced
by Lindsay and Wills (see [74]). Theorem 3.1.12 is a special case of the quantum
Donsker invariance principle proved in [17], however our proof is independent and
uses more elementary tools such as Euler’s exponential formula (Theorem A.0.9).
Next, we give an example of random walk generators which allow the associated
random walks to approximate every isometric quantum stochastic cocycle. The
construction of these generators is inspired by [80]. Afterwards, we investigate
the products of random walks; the corresponding approximation theorem, that
is, Theorem 3.1.16, is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.12 and a simple algebraic
trick. We also give a sufficient condition implying that the product of two quan-
tum stochastic cocycles forms a cocycle. Section 3.2 is devoted to the application
of the results obtained at the beginning of Chapter 3. We discuss the repeated
quantum interactions model, and show that our convergence results can be ap-
plied in this context. In Examples 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 we generalise the results
obtained by Attal and Pautrat (see [9]) and moreover we give necessary and suffi-
cient conditions on the interaction Hamiltonian to obtain the desired convergence.
Example 3.2.9 shows that the recent result by Attal, Deschamps and Pellegrini
[10] that concerns the bipartite models in repeated quantum interactions can be
viewed as a special case of Theorem 3.1.16.
Chapter 4 is inspired by Attal and Joye’s work [5]. We investigate quantum
random walks which arise from the repeated quantum interaction model in which
the incoming particles are in a faithful normal state. We employ a concrete
GNS representation to present the state in a vector state form and then we
construct a rotation (Example 4.1.1) that maps the corresponding cyclic vector
to the ampliation of the unit vector that was exploited in the standard case. This
allows us to apply Theorem 3.1.12 to give a proof of the relevant convergence
theorems. The results obtained correspond to Examples 3.2.5, 3.2.6; however
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the driving noises are influenced by a faithful normal state rather than a pure
one. Further, we employ techniques involving conditional expectation, which
were initiated by Belton in [18, 19], to obtain a simple condition, at the level of
generators, which suffices for the convergence of the associated random walks,
including the product case. The last section of this chapter is devoted to random
walks which are embedded in a smaller space then in the previous case, when the
incoming particles were in faithful normal state. We refer to them as compressed
random walks. The results obtained are analogous to the previous investigation,
however as pointed out, such cocycles have ‘smaller’ noise space.
The last chapter is devoted to quasifree cocycles and so it exploits all the
previous results. We start with a technical lemma involving the partial transpose
investigated at the beginning of Chapter 2. Due to the form of operators con-
sidered we explain in detail that the assumptions for the existence of the partial
transpose are automatically satisfied. Further, in Theorem 5.2.2 we give suffi-
cient conditions for the cocycle obtained by random walk approximation, whose
driving noises depend on the particle state, to be a gauge-invariant quasifree co-
cycle. Corollary 5.2.3 gives moreover necessary and sufficient conditions, but it is
restricted to a special case of the obtained cocycle. Theorem 5.2.5 establishes a
similar result to Theorem 5.2.2, however it concerns squeezed quasifree cocycles
rather than only gauge-invariant ones. Similarly, Corollary 5.2.6 is analogous to
Corollary 5.2.3, but it concerns the squeezed case.
Appendix A contains results concerning Euler’s exponential formula which
was employed in Theorem 3.1.12 and Theorem 4.4.3. Due to the specific form of




The symbol WD is to be read as ‘is defined to equal’ (or similarly).
The sets of non-negative integers and non-negative real numbers are denoted by
N0 WD f0; 1; 2; : : :g and RC WD Œ0;1/ .
The indicator function of a measurable set A of a measure space .X;†;/ is
denoted by 1A. For a vector valued function f WRC ! V and an interval I  RC,
we denote the product of f and 1I by fI .
We will be using complex and separable Hilbert spaces unless otherwise stated
and inner products are antilinear in the first and linear in the second argument.
The algebraic tensor product between two vector spaces V1 and V2 is denoted
by V1˝ V2. For Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, H1 ˝ H2 denotes their Hilbert-space
tensor product. For von Neumann algebras M and N, the ultraweak closure of
the algebraic tensor product M ˝ N is denoted by M ˝ N.
Let H be a Hilbert space. For u 2 H we define the bounded operators
huj WH! C by huj v D hu; vi ;
and
jui WC! H by jui˛ D ˛u:
The operators huj and jui are mutually adjoint and huj jvi D hu; vi : For another
Hilbert space K and u 2 H, we define EuWK ! K ˝ H to be the ampliation of




This chapter collects the rudiments of quantum stochastic calculus on the sym-
metric Fock space. All the sections contain material which is briefly discussed
without presenting the proofs, but while referring to the appropriate references.
For more details we recommend the reader consult the books [79], [77] and [63].
1.1 Symmetric Fock Space





where H_n is the symmetric n-fold tensor product of H, that is, the closed subspace
of H˝n generated by fu˝nWu 2 Hg, and H_0 WD C.
The symmetric Fock space was introduced by the physicist Fock in [47]; a
mathematical interpretation of this article can be found in [33].
















; : : :

2   .H/:
Exponential vectors form a linearly independent and total set in   .H/ ([79,
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Proposition 19.4 p. 126], [63, Proposition 1.32]). It is easy to see that
h".u/; ".v/i D ehu;vi for all u; v 2 H:
For S  H we denote
E.S/ WD spanf".u/Wu 2 Sg:
The inequality ([63, equation (1.24)])
k".u/   ".v/k 6 ku   vke 12 .kukCkvk/2 for all u; v 2 H (1.1)
shows that the map u 7! ".u/ is continuous.
The continuity of u 7! ".u/ yields that if S is a dense subset of H, then E.S/ is
a dense subspace of   .H/ ([79, Corollary 19.5, p. 127], [63, Corollary 1.30]).
Furthermore, Fock space possesses the exponential property ([79, Proposition
19.6 p. 127], [63, Proposition 1.31.]), that is, for any Hilbert spaces H1, H2 the
following holds
  .H1 ˚ H2/ D   .H1/˝   .H2/;
where the equality sign “D” means that left and right-hand side of the equality
are isometrically isomorphic via the map
".u˚ v/ 7! ".u/˝ ".v/
for all u 2 H1, v 2 H2.
Fock operators
In this section we present some important Fock space linear operators.
The number operator on   .H/ is a positive self-adjoint operator a domain
DomN WD
(






1. Quantum stochastic calculus
and action
N  D .nn/n>0:
Since N is positive and self-adjoint, we are provided with the operator pN . For
more details we refer the reader, to [63, p. 202] and [15, p. 16].
For T 2 B.H/, we define 0.T / by the prescription
0.T /".u/ D ".T u/:
In particular, 0.T /  0.T / and 0.T / is a closed extension of 0.T /.
We define the second quantisation on   .H/ as the closed extension of 0.T /
and denote it by .T /. Moreover, .T / has the core E.H/, and it is unitary,
isometric, contractive if T is. See also [79, p. 135], [63, Second quantisation,
p. 208] and [77, p. 63]. Annihilation and creation operators are closed, mutually-
adjoint operators defined on the core E.H/ by






; for all u; v 2 H;
respectively.
They both have common domain and satisfy the canonical commutation relations
Œa.u/; a.v/ D hu; vi I for all u; v 2 H:
For more details the reader is recommended to consult [79, Proposition 20.12,
p. 144; Proposition 20.14, p. 146] and [77, creation and annihilation operators,
p. 61].
Let .Ut/t2R be a one parameter unitary group in H. By Stone’s theorem ([95,
Theorem 1, p. 345]) there exists a unique self-adjoint (not necessarily bounded)
operator H on H such that for all t 2 R we have
Ut D e itH :
Then for a one parameter unitary group ..Ut//t2R there is a unique self-adjoint
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operator .H/ on   .H/ such that
.Ut/ D e it.H/; t 2 R:
The operator .H/ is called the differential second quantisation of H . We can
extend this definition to an arbitrary L 2 B.H/ as follows let 0.L/ be defined
by the prescription




In particular, 0.L/  0.L/ and 0.L/ is a closed extension of 0.L/. The












We denote the second quantisation of L on   .H/ as .L/. Moreover, E.H/ is
the core for .L/, and .I / D N . For more details we refer the reader to [79,
Proposiiton 20.7, p. 140; Proposition 20.12, p. 144; Proposition 20.13, p. 145] and
[63, Differential second quantisation, p. 208].
Momentum and position positions operators are self-adjoint operators defined
by
p.u/ WD ia.u/   a.u/;
q.u/ WD a.u/C a.u/;
respectively. In particular, q.u/ D  p.iu/ and E.H/ is a core for p.u/ and q.u/.
By virtue of Stone’s Theorem p.u/ generates strongly continuous one-parameter
unitary group .W0.tu//t2R, where
W0.tu/ D e itp.u/:
A unitary operator W0.u/ is called a Fock–Weyl operator, and its action on
the exponential vectors is
W0.u/".v/ D e  12kuk2 hu;vi".uC v/: (1.2)
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Moreover, Fock–Weyl operators satisfy the following relations
W0.u/W0.v/ D e i Imhu;viW0.uC v/; (1.3)
W0.u/W0.v/ D e 2iImhu;viW0.v/W0.u/; (1.4)
W0.u/
 D W0. u/ (1.5)
for all u, v 2 H.
For more details concerning Fock–Weyl operators we refer the reader to [79,
Chapter II: 20 The Weyl Representation] and [77, Weyl operators, p. 65]. For a
different approach see [63, Fock-space operators p. 207].
The abstract gradient and divergence operators
rWDomr    .H/! H˝   .H/ and SWDomS  H˝   .H/!   .H/ (1.6)
are densely defined, closed, mutually-adjoint operators satisfying
r".u/ D u˝ ".u/;






In particular, E.H/ is a core for r, and H˝ E.H/ is a core for S.
Those two operators were originally introduced by Lindsay in [64, p. 69 after
Proposition 1.2] in the context of Fock–Guichardet space [54]. Then they were
extended to symmetric Fock space over an arbitrary Hilbert space H in [63, Section
3.1]. The abstract gradient and divergence were also studied in [2], where the
author calls them the universal annihilation and creation operators, which is due
to the following observation ([2, Proposition 3.3]);
Proposition 1.1.1. For each u 2 H
 .huj ˝ I  .H//r D a.u/,
 S.jui ˝ I  .H// D a.u/
on E.H/.
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Gradient r and divergence S are also related to the number operator, and
for S we have an isometric-type equality with a correction term ([63, Proposition
3.1], [2, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4]);.
Proposition 1.1.2. The following relations hold
1. Domr D DompN ,
2. Sr D N ,
3. For z1; z2 2 Dom.IH ˝
pN C 1/,
hSz1;Sz2i D hz1; z2i C
˝
.IH ˝r/z1; .…˝ I.H//.IH ˝r/z2
˛
;
where … denotes the tensor flip on H ˝ H, that is, … is an isometric
isomorphism such that x ˝ y 7! y ˝ x, for all x, y 2 H.
1.2 Quantum stochastic analysis
Quantum stochastic analysis arises from the natural filtration of the symmetric
Fock space over L2.RCI k/, where k is a separable Hilbert space, called the noise
dimension space.
Now and for the rest of the thesis fix a Hilbert space h. We refer to h as the
initial space.
A piece of notation is required; let I  RC be an interval, and denote
FkI WD   .L2.I; k// and I;k D ".0/ 2 FkI :
We skip the subscript I whenever I D RC.
The exponential property yields the tensor decomposition
Fk D FkŒ0;s/ ˝ FkŒs;t/ ˝ FkŒt;1/
for all 0 6 s 6 t .
Definition 1.2.1. We call a subset S  L2.RCI k/ admissible if
13
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 E.S/ is dense in Fk,
 fŒ0;t/ 2 S for all f 2 S , t 2 RC.
Denote by S WD spanfcŒ0;t/W c 2 k; t > 0g  L2.RCI k/ the set of all step
functions in L2.RCI k/. Given any A  k, let
SA WD ff 2 SWf is A   valuedg:
Note that SA is admissible.
Proposition 1.2.2. If A is a total subset of k and 0 2 A, then E.SA/ is dense in
Fk.
For the proof we refer the reader to [63, Proposition 2.1] in which the proof
is an adaptation of the main result in [87].
Operator processes
For further analysis we will require the quantum analogue of stochastic processes.
Definition 1.2.3. Let D be a dense subspace of h and let S  L2.RCI k/ be
admissible. An operator process on h with noise dimension space k is a family
X D .Xt/t>0 of linear operators
Xt WD˝ E.S/! h˝ Fk
such that
 the map t 7! hx;Xtyi is measurable for all x 2 h˝ F , y 2 D˝ E.S/,
 the process is adapted, that is
hu˝ ".f /; Xt.v ˝ ".g//i
D ˝u˝ ".fŒ0;t//; Xt.v ˝ ".gŒ0;t///˛ ˝".fŒt;1//; ".gŒt;1//˛
for all u; v 2 h, f 2 L2.RCI k/, g 2 S and t 2 RC.
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Therefore, if X is an operator process we can write it as
Xt D Xt/ ˝ IE.S jŒt;1//; (1.7)
where Xt/WD ˝ E.S jŒ0;t//! h˝ FkŒ0;t/.
The operator process X is called measurable (continuous) if the function
t 7! Xtx
is strongly measurable (respectively, continuous) for all x 2 D˝E.S/. It is called
bounded (contractive, isometric, unitary etc.) if all the operators Xt have this
property.
Remark 1.2.4. Every continuous operator process is measurable. Pettis’ theo-
rem ([82, Theorem 1.1.]) yields that the operator process X D .Xt/t>0 is measur-
able, if and only if, the function t 7! Xt is a.e. separably valued (some subset
of RC with full measure is carried to a separable subset of the range of Xt).
Using the notion of creation, annihilation and preservation operators defined
earlier we give an example of operator processes.
Example 1.2.5 (Fundamental operator processes). Let f , g 2 L2loc.RCI k/ and
R 2 L1loc.RCIB.k//, where this last space is the Banach space of locally bounded,
strongly measurable functions from RC with values in Banach space B.k/. Cre-




jf i WD .a.fŒ0;t///t>0;
Ahgj WD .a.gŒ0;t///t>0;
NR WD ..RŒ0;t///t>0;
respectively. These are continuous operator processes ([58, Proposition 4.1. p. 306]).
The next example of an operator process will tell us how to reverse the time
of a given operator process X D .Xt/t>0.
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Example 1.2.6 (Time reversal). For each t 2 RC the operator rt 2 B.L2.RCI k//
is given by
.rtf /.r/ WD
8<:f .t   r/ ; if r 6 tf .r/ ; if r > t: (1.8)
Let Rt be the second quantisation of rt , that is, it is the bounded operator on
h˝ Fk such that
Rt.u˝ ".f // D u˝ ".rtf /: (1.9)
We call R D .Rt/t>0 the time reflection process. Note that each Rt is a self-adjoint
and unitary operator.
For any bounded operator process X D .Xt/t>0, the time reversed process of X
is given by .RtXtRt/t>0.
Hitsuda–Skorohod and Itô integrals
Exploiting the abstract gradient and divergence of Malliavin calculus from (1.6),
we will define the abstract Hitsuda–Shorohod and Itô integrals, which we require
to produce quantum integrals. These techniques were first introduced indepen-
dently by Lindsay in [63] and Belavkin in [14].
We ampliate the abstract gradient and divergence operators, with for H D
L2.RCI k/, in the following manner
rW h˝ Fk ! L2.RCI k/˝ h˝ Fk; SWL2.RCI k/˝ h˝ Fk ! h˝ Fk;
and
r.u˝ ".f // D f ˝ u˝ ".f /;






We call S the Hitsuda–Skorohod integral and r is called the gradient operator
of Malliavin calculus.
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Notation 1.2.7. For z 2 DomS,  2 Domr, and t > 0 we set
Stz WD SzŒ0;t/ and rt WD .r/t 2 k˝ h˝ Fk:
Apart from the Hitsuda–Skorohod integral we also use Bochner integrals,











Note that RC 3 t 7! Ttz 2 h˝ Fk is a continuous function.
Definition 1.2.8. For all f 2 L2.RCI k/, a function z 2 Lp.RCI k ˝ h ˝ Fk/,
where 1 6 p 61, is called ".f /-adapted if, for each t 2 RC,
zt D zt/ ˝ ".f jŒt;1//; where zt/ 2 k˝ h˝ FkŒ0;t/: (1.10)
We denote by Lp
".f /
.RCI k ˝ h ˝ Fk/ the subspace of such functions, and the
orthogonal projection in L2.RCI k˝ h˝Fk/ with range L2".f /.RCI k˝ h˝Fk/ is
denoted by P ".f /. In particular, in case of ".0/-adapted functions we exchange
".0/-script for the one with , that is, we use Lp.RCI k ˝ h ˝ Fk/ and P,
respectively.
Definition of ".f /-adaptedness also makes sense for locally integrable func-
tions. We denote the space of all locally p-integrable ".f /-adapted functions by
L
p
".f /;loc.RCI k˝ h˝ Fk/:
The Hitsuda-Skorohod integral possesses the following properties.
Proposition 1.2.9. We have
 L2
".f /
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 For all z 2 L2
".f /
.RCI k˝ h˝ Fk/, the function
RC 3 t 7! Stz 2 h˝ Fk
is continuous.
 For two triples .f; z.0/; z.1// and .g; w.0/; w.1//, where f , g 2 L2.RCI k/,
z.0/, w.0/ 2 L1
".f /
.RCI k˝ h˝Fk/, and z.1/, w.1/ 2 L2".f /.RCI k˝ h˝Fk/,











and ySz D T z.0/ C Sz.1/.
For the proof we refer the reader to [63, Theorem 3.3, p. 225; Corollary 3.4,
p. 226; Theorem 3.5, p. 227].
Definition 1.2.10 (Itô integral). The abstract Itô integral is defined by
I WD SjL2.RCIk˝h˝Fk/ I
its adjoint D is said to be the adapted gradient operator.
Denote by V the inclusion map from L2.RCI k˝h˝Fk/ to L2.RCI k˝h˝Fk/.
Then the adjoint V  may be viewed as P
 if we think about it as an operator from
L2.RCI k˝h˝Fk/ onto the subspace L2.RCI k˝h˝Fk/ of L2.RCI k˝h˝Fk/.
Then we can write explicitly
I D SV:
In particular, I and D are bounded operators with I being an isometry.
Set Itz WD IzŒ0;t/ for each z 2 L2;loc.RCI k˝ h˝ Fk/ and t 2 RC.
For more details on abstract Itô calculus on Fock space we refer the reader to
[3] and [7] (Fock–Guichardet approach).
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Quantum stochastic integrals
Integrals with respect to the fundamental operator processes (Example 1.2.5) are
defined in this section.
Let yk WD C ˚ k, for c 2 k set yc WD . 1c / 2 yk and for f 2 L2.RCI k/ denote
yf .t/ WD bf .t/ for each t 2 RC.
The Itô projection is given by
 WD  0 00 Ik ˝ Ih 2 B.yk˝ h/ and ? WD Iyk˝h  : (1.11)
Let D be a dense subspace of h and let S  L2.RCI k/ be admissible.
Definition 1.2.11 (Quantum stochastic integrand). Ameasurable operator process
F D .Ft/t>0 on yk˝ h such that Ft W yk˝D˝E.S/! yk˝ h˝Fk for each t 2 RC,
is called a QS integrand on RC if
 the function t 7! .? ˝ IFk/Ft. yf .t/˝ u˝ ".f // is Bochner integrable,
 t 7! .˝ IFk/Ft. yf .t/˝ u˝ ".f // is square integrable.
If the above functions are only locally integrable, then F is said to be a QS
integrand.
Definition 1.2.12 (QS integral). Let F be a QS integrand on RC.
The QS integral of F is defined by
ƒ.F /WD˝ E ! h˝ Fk; ƒ.F /.u˝ ".f // D ySz;
where zt D Ft. yf .t/˝ u˝ ".f //.
The definition makes sense also in the locally integrable case.
If F is a QS integrand then FŒ0;t/, for each t > 0, is a QS integrand on RC. Set
ƒt.F / WD ƒ.FŒ0;t//:
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Definition 1.2.14 (Time, creation, annihilation and preservation integrals). Let
































then N.P / WD ƒ   0 00 P  is said to be a preservation integral.
All above integrals are in particular continuous operator processes.
Similarly, as for the QS integral we denote
 Tt.K/ WD T .KŒ0;t//,
 At.M/ WD A.MŒ0;t//,
 At .L/ WD A.LŒ0;t//,
 Nt.P / WD N.PŒ0;t//.
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Remark 1.2.15. Quantum stochastic integrals were introduced by Hudson and
Parathasarathy in [58]. Since then, there have been many different reformulations
and generalisations, the development of which, until the 1990s, can be found in
books, e.g., [79] and [77]. Here, the definition of quantum stochastic integrals is
taken from [63], where the author exploits the gradient and divergence of Malli-
avin calculus. A different, implicit approach based on the classical Itô calculus
can be found in [8]. The latter two approaches are extended in articles [3] and
[7]. Finaly there is now an explicit approach based on the abstract Itô integral
[66].
Now, we present the fundamental formulae of quantum stochastic calculus.
Theorem 1.2.16 (First Fundamental Formula). Let F be a QS integrand on RC.
Then
hu˝ ".f /;ƒ.F /.v ˝ ".g//i D
Z D
u˝ ".f /; E yf .s/FsEyg.s/.v ˝ ".g//
E
ds
for all u 2 h, v 2 D, f 2 L2.RCI k/ and g 2 S .
For the proof we refer the reader to [63, Theorem 3.13 p. 232].
The estimate below is a consequence of condition (1) in Proposition 1.2.9.
Theorem 1.2.17 (Fundamental Estimate). Let F be a QS integrand on RC.
Then
kƒ.F /.u˝ ".f //k
6
Z .? ˝ IFk/Fs. yf .t/˝ u˝ ".f // ds
CCf
Z .˝ IFk/Fs. yf .t/˝ u˝ ".f //2 ds 12
for all u 2 D, f 2 S , where Cf D kf k C
p
1C kf k2.
This estimate is improved in [66]. The Skorohod isometry, that is, condition
(3) in Proposition 1.2.9, yields the following.
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Theorem 1.2.18 (Second Fundamental Formula). Let F and G be QS integrands
on RC. Then
hƒ.G/.u˝ ".f //;ƒ.F /.v ˝ ".g//i
D
Z D










GsE yf .s/.u˝ ".f //; .˝ IFk/FsEyg.s/.v ˝ ".g//
E
ds
for all u, v 2 D, f and g 2 S .
For the proof we refer the reader to [63, Theorem 3.15, p. 234].
The QS integral consists of time, annihilation, creation and preservation inte-
grals. Thus according to the Second Fundamental Formula, the correction term
(the third term of the sum in the Second Fundamental Formula) may vary for
different combinations of coefficients of the integrand.











for each t 2 RC. By applying the Second Fundamental Formula to
hAt .L/u˝ ".f /;Nt.P /v ˝ ".g/i
we obtain that the correction term equals toZ t
0
*








Dhu˝ ".f /; At.M/v ˝ ".g/i
for all u, v 2 D, f and g 2 S , where Mt D Lt Pt . For simplicity we denote
hdAt ; dNti WD hAt .L/u˝ ".f /;Nt.P /v ˝ ".g/i and we say that it has the cor-
rection term of type dAt .
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We have sixteen different possibilities, but only four of them are non-zero.
According to the procedure and notation in Example 1.2.19, we present all non-
zero correction terms in the quantum Itô table underneath.
the correction term
hdAt ; dAt i dt
hdAt ; dNti dAt
hdNt ; dAt i dAt
hdNt ; dNti dNt
Table 1.1: Quantum Itô table.
Remark 1.2.20. Since we haven’t defined adjoint operator processes, our quan-
tum Itô table has a slightly different form than the one which usually appears in
the literature. Therefore, we refer the reader to [63, Example 3.17 p. 235].
QSDEs and QS cocycles
In this section we investigate the connections between the solutions of quan-
tum stochastic differential equations and quantum stochastic cocycles. Quantum
stochastic differential equations and quantum stochastic cocycles have not only
mathematical beauty, but also important applications in physics, e.g., they de-
scribe the interaction between atoms and the electromagnetic field in the weak
coupling limit [24]. For applications in quantum optics we refer the reader to [49].
Let F D .Ft/t>0 be a bounded operator process on yk˝ h and let T 2 B.h/.
We say that an operator process X D .Xt/t>0 on h is a weak solution of the left
quantum stochastic differential equation
dXt D bX tFt dƒt ; X0 D T ˝ IFk; (1.12)
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where bX t D Iyk ˝Xt , if it satisfies





u˝ ".f /; XsE yf .s/FsEyg.s/.v ˝ ".g//
E
ds; (1.13)
for all u 2 h, v 2 D, f 2 L2.RCI k/ and g 2 S .
Definition 1.2.21. We call an operator process X D .Xt/t>0 on h a strong
solution of (1.12) if it is a weak solution of (1.12) and t 7! bX tFt is a QS integrand.
Remark 1.2.22. Since QS integrals are continuous operator processes so are the
strong solutions.
If, instead of (1.12) an operator process X D .Xt/t>0 satisfies





u˝ ".f /; E yf .s/FsEyg.s/Xs.v ˝ ".g//
E
ds;
for all u 2 h, v 2 D, f 2 L2.RCI k/ and g 2 S . We call it a weak solution of the
right quantum stochastic differential equation
dXt D FtbX t dƒt ; X0 D T ˝ IFk : (1.14)
Remark 1.2.23. Picard iteration assures the existence and uniqueness of a weak
solution of the above quantum stochastic differential equations, whenever Ft D
F ˝ IFk for some F 2 B.h˝ yk/ ([63, Theorem 4.2, p. 240], [88, Theorem 5.3.1,
p. 129]).
Further we abbreviate a quantum stochastic differential equation to QSDE.
Let S  L2.RCI k/ be an admissible set (Definition 1.2.1). For an operator T
on Fk with domain E.S/ its shifts are defined by
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where the right shift St WFk ! FkŒt;1/ is given by
St".f / D ".stf /; stf .r/ D f .r   t / for all f 2 L2.RC; k/; t 2 RC:
Definition 1.2.24 (Quantum stochastic cocycles). Let X D .Xt/t>0 be an op-
erator process on h (Definition 1.2.3). We call X a left QS cocycle on h if it
satisfies
XsCt D Xse s.Xt/ for all s; t > 0; (1.16)
where e s.Xt/ WD .idB.h/˝s/.Xt/ˇˇD ˝ E.S/ :
If instead of condition (1.16) we assume that X satisfies
XsCt D e s.Xt/Xs for all s; t > 0;
then we call it a right QS cocycle on h.
We will be using left QS cocycles associated with left QSDEs. All the theo-
rems which are true for left QS cocycles associated with left QSDE are also valid
for right QS cocycles associated with right QSDEs. We also show the connec-
tion between left and right cocycles, which involves the time reflection process
(Example 1.2.6) and allows us to use only left cocycles and obtain the results for
the right ones for free. Henceforth, the term “QS cocycle” will refer to a left QS
cocycle.
Definition 1.2.25. If X is a QS cocycle and it satisfies strongly the QSDE
dXt D bX t.F ˝ IFk/ dƒt ; X0 D Ih˝Fk; (1.17)
where F 2 B.yk˝ h/, then we call F the stochastic generator of X , and denote X
by XF .
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Proposition 1.2.26. Let X D .Xt/t>0 be the unique strong solution of the QSDE
dXt D bX t.F ˝ IFk/ dƒt ; X0 D Ih˝Fk; (1.18)
where F 2 B.yk˝h/. Then X is a QS cocycle with generator F , simply X D XF .
For the proof we refer the reader to [74, Theorem 2.3 b.]. For an operator
process X D .Xt/t>0 on h define the following operators on h;
P
c;d
t WD E".cŒ0;t//XtE".dŒ0;t// for all c; d 2 k; t > 0: (1.19)
Proposition 1.2.27 (Proposition 3.2 in [72]). The following statements are
equivalent
 X is a QS cocycle on h such that E".f /XtE".g/ 2 B.h/ for all f , g 2 S .
 For each c; d 2 k, .P c;dt /t>0 is a semigroup on h, and for all right-continuous
step functions f and g 2 S ,
E".fŒ0;t//XtE".gŒ0;t// D P f .t0/;g.t0/t1 t0 : : : P f .tn/;g.tn/t tn ; (1.20)
where f0 D t0 6 t1 6 : : : 6 tn 6 tg contains the discontinuities of fŒ0;t/ and
gŒ0;t/.
The same holds for right QS cocycles except that the product in (1.20) is in the
reverse order.
Proof. Since in the literature the proof of the above proposition is usually omitted
or left as an exercise, we present it here. Observe that
E".cŒs;sCt//e s.Xt/E".dŒs;sCt/ D E".ss cŒs;sCt//XtE".ss dŒs;sCt/ D E".cŒ0;t//XtE".dŒ0;t/
for all c, d 2 k, 0 6 s < t <1. Thus, X is a QS cocycle if and only if .P c;dt /t>0
is a semigroup on h for each c; d 2 k.
Fix t 2 RC. To manifest that .1:20/ holds if and only if X is a QS cocycle
consider right-continuous step functions f and g 2 S  L2.RCI k/ such that the
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set f0 D t0 6 t1 6 : : : 6 tn < tg for n 2 N contains all the discontinuities of fŒ0;t/




























































DE".f .t0/Œ0;t1//Xt1E".g.t0/Œ0;t1// : : : E".f .tn/Œtn;t//tn.Xt tn/E".g.tn/Œtn;t//
DE".f .t0/Œ0;t1 t0//Xt1 t0E".g.t0/Œ0;t1 t0// : : : E".f .tn/Œ0;t tn//Xt tnE".g.tn/Œ0;t tn//
DP f .t0/;g.t0/t t0 : : : P f .tn/;g.tn/t tn :
We refer to f.P c;dt /t>0W c; d 2 kg as the family of semigroups associated to the
cocycle X and we denote the generator of the semigroup .P c;dt /t>0 by Hc;d .
Definition 1.2.28. A QS cocycle X is called Markov regular if each of the semi-
group in f.P c;dt /t>0W c; d 2 kg is norm continuous.
The next proposition is an easy consequence of the semigroup representation
of the cocycle;
Proposition 1.2.29. Let F 2 B.yk˝ h/ and let .Fm/ be a sequence in B.yk˝ h/
such that Fm ! F in norm as m!1.
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If f , g 2 L2.RCI k/ are right-continuous step functions and T 2 RC then
lim
m!1 supt2Œ0;T 
E".f / XFmt  XFt E".g/ D 0;
where XF D .XFt /, XFm D .XFmt / are Markov-regular QS cocycles.
Proof. Let f , g be right-continuous step functions and let the set f0 D t0 < t1 <
: : : < tk < tg contains the discontinuities of fŒ0;t/ and gŒ0;t/, where k 2 N. Then,
by Proposition 1.2.27, we get that
E".fŒ0;t//X
Fm
t E".gŒ0;t// D P.m/f .t0/;g.t0/t1 t0 : : : P.m/f .tn/;g.tn/t tn ;
where P.m/c;dt WD E".cŒ0;t//XFmt E".dŒ0;t/.
Moreover, by Lemma A.0.7 each semigroup P.m/f .ti /;g.ti /;tiC1 ti converges in norm,
locally uniformly in time, to P f .ti /;g.ti /tiC1 ti D E".f .ti /Œ0;tiC1 ti //XFtiC1 tiE".g.ti /Œ0;tiC1 ti //
for i 2 f0; : : : ; ng and tnC1 D t . We end the proof by applying Proposition 1.2.27
again.
Proposition 1.2.30. Let XF be a QS cocycle with generator F 2 B.yk ˝ h/.
Then XF is Markov regular and for each c, d 2 k the generator of a semigroup
.P
c;d
t /t>0 is given by
Hc;d D EycFE yd C hc; d i Ih: (1.21)
The proof can be found in [74], the formula (1.20) (below Corollary 1.4 ) in
[74] corresponds to our (1.21).
Proposition 1.2.31. Let X D .Xt/t>0 be a Markov-regular contractive QS co-
cycle, then X is the unique strong solution of the QSDE (1.18) for some F 2
B.yk˝ h/.
The proof can be found in [74, Theorem 4.1].
To summarise we state the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2.32. Let X be a contractive operator process on h. Then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:
 X is a Markov-regular QS cocycle.
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 X is the unique strong solution of the QSDE (1.17).
Proof. If X is a Markov-regular QS cocycle then Proposition 1.2.31 delivers
the QSDE to which X is the unique strong solution. The converse holds by
Proposition 1.2.26 and Proposition 1.2.30.
Proposition 1.2.33. Let XF D .XFt /t>0 be a bounded QS cocycle with the
stochastic generator F 2 B.yk ˝ h/. Then its time reflection process .Yt D
RtX
F
t Rt/t>0 is the right QS cocycle with generator F .
The proposition above is a part of [71, Theorem 7.2].
Theorem 1.2.34. Let XF D .XFt /t>0 be a QS cocycle with the stochastic gener-
ator F 2 B.yk˝ h/. Then the following are equivalent:
1). XF is a family of isometries.
2). F C F  C F F D 0.






L W   I
#
; (1.22)
where H 2 B.h/ is self-adjoint, L 2 B.hI k ˝ h/, and W 2 B.k ˝ h/ an
isometry.
Furthermore, XF is a unitary cocycle, if and only if, W in (1.22) is a unitary
operator, which holds if and only if
F C F  C FF  D F C F  C F F D 0: (1.23)
For more general case, where XF is a contraction QS cocycle we refer the reader
to the original article [71, Propositions 7.5 and 7.6] and for the matrix form of




The theory of quasifree stochastic calculus was initiated in 1985 by Lindsay in his
thesis entitled “A Quantum Stochastic Calculus”. Recently, in [67, 68] Lindsay
and Margetts has extended the previous theory by investigating various Araki-
Woods representation of the CCR algebras ([11]). Here we present some of the
results which they obtained, however we restrict their theory to the bounded
setting.
2.1 Conjugate space – partial transpose
In this section we discuss the partial transpose of bounded linear operators. For
more details, including the case for unbounded linear operators, we refer the
reader to the original articles [67], [68].
Definition 2.1.1. If k is a Hilbert space then k denotes the Hilbert space conju-
gate to k, i.e. k D fuWu 2 kg, with
uC v D uC v; ˛u D ˛u and hu; vi D hv; ui for all u; v 2 k and ˛ 2 C:
The bijective map j W k! k given by c 7! c is called the conjugation.
Definition 2.1.2. Let k1, k2 be Hilbert spaces with conjugations j1, j2, respec-
tively, that is, ji W ki ! ki ; c 7! c for all c 2 ki .i D 1; 2/. Let D be a dense
subspace of k1 and let D WD fcW c 2 Dg. For a linear operator T WD  k1 ! k2,
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its conjugate operator T WD  k1 ! k2 is defined by
T WD j2Tj 11 ; c 7! Tc:
Given B 2 B.k1; k2/, the transpose of B is defined by setting
Bt WD B 2 B.k2; k1/:
In [67, 68] to build quasifree stochastic calculus the authors exploited the
notion of the partial (matrix) transpose. Before we introduce it let us make the
following observation.
Fix a Hilbert space H. Let B.k1I k2/ or B.H/ be infinite-dimensional, we can
map A˝ X to At ˝ X , where A 2 B.k1I k2/ and X 2 B.H/, however due to the
lack of completely boundedness of the transpose ([42, Proposition 2.2.7, p. 27])
this definition cannot be extended to an arbitrary element of B.k1I k2/˝ B.H/
by continuity. To solve this problem, we will consider some special classes of
operators.
Lemma 2.1.3. Transpose operation restricted to the Hilbert–Schmidt class of
operators is a unitary operator.
Proof. We can identify the class of Hilbert–Schmidt operators A 2 HS.k1I k2/
with k2 ˝ k1 via isometric isomorphism given by a prescription
 k1;k2 W jci hd j 7! c ˝ d (2.1)















/ D d ˝ c and the tensor flip map
…W k2 ˝ k1 ! k1 ˝ k2; c ˝ d 7! d ˝ c
is unitary. Therefore transpose restricted to the Hilbert–Schmidt class is unitary
as a composition of three unitary maps  k2;k1 ı… ı  k1;k2 .
To define the partial transpose we will need a few technicalities.
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Proposition 2.1.4. The map EHIk1;k2 WB.k1 ˝ HI k2 ˝ H/! B.HIB.k1I k2 ˝ H//
such that
EHIk1;k2.T /u WD TEu (2.2)
for all T 2 B.k1 ˝ HI k2 ˝ H/, u 2 H, is a continuous bijective linear map, with
the inverse defined by the prescription
E 1HIk1;k2.S/.c ˝ u/ D S.u/c; (2.3)
for all S 2 B.HIB.k1I k2 ˝ H//, u 2 H and c 2 k1.
Proof. Linearity is immediate, for the continuity note that
kEHIk1;k2.T /  EHIk1;k2.S/k D sup
u2HWkukD1
k.T   S/Euk 6 kT   Sk
for any T , S 2 B.k1˝HI k2˝H/. It is easy to check that (2.3) defines the inverse
of EHIk1;k2 .
Now, let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on H.
Observe that if E 1HIk1;k2.S/ 2 B.k1I k2/˝M for some S 2 B.HIB.k1I k2 ˝ H//,
then for all c 2 k1, d 2 k2 the operator u 7! EdS.u/c D EdE 1HIk1;k2.S/Ecu is an
element of M.
Set
B.HIHS.k1I k2 ˝ H//M WD fS 2 B.HIHS.k1I k2 ˝ H//WEdS./c 2 M 8c2k2;d2k2g:
We identify HS.k1I k2 ˝ H/ with HS.k1I k2/ ˝ H via isometric isomorphism
given by the following prescription
jd ˝ ui hcj 7! jd i hcj ˝ u
for all u 2 H, c 2 k1 and d 2 k2:
For S 2 B.HIHS.k1I k2˝H//M define an operator ST 2 B.HIHS.k2I k1˝H//M by
STu D .U ˝ IH/.Su/ for all u 2 H;
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T 2 B.k1I k2/˝MW 8u2H TEu 2 HS.k1I k2 ˝ H/
	
: (2.4)
Definition 2.1.5. The partial transpose is the (unique) assignment TWT 7! T T
which makes the following diagram commutative:
Mat.M;H/k2;k1 B.HIHS.k2I k1 ˝ H//M
Mat.M;H/k1;k2 B.HIHS.k1I k2 ˝ H//M
E 1
HIk2;k1
TWT 7! T T
EHIk1;k2
TWS 7! ST
where EHIk1;k2 WMat.M;H/k1;k2 ! B.HIHS.k1I k2˝H//M is the bijective linear map
defined by (2.2) with the inverse satisfying (2.3).
The operator T T is then called the partial transpose of T .
The corresponding conjugation operation for T 2 Mat.M;H/k1;k2 is defined as
follows
T c WD  T T 2 B.k1I k2/˝M: (2.5)
Remark 2.1.6. Note that the transpose of the adjoint might be not well-defined,
but if for T 2 Mat.M;H/k1;k2 its adjoint T  2 Mat.M;H/k2;k1 then T c D .T /T.
It is easy to see that .H ˝X/T D H t˝X for X 2 M and H 2 HS.k1I k2/. In
particular, for all c 2 k we have jciT D jcit D hcj and so hcjT D jci.
Lemma 2.1.7. Let T 2 Mat.M;H/k;C. Then, for all c 2 k,
TEc D EcT T: (2.6)
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Proof. Now, for all u, v 2 H we have that˝
u;EcT T.v/
˛
D ˝c ˝ u; T T.v/˛
D
D
c ˝ u;E 1HIC;k..EHIk;C.T //T/.v/
E
Dhc ˝ u; ..EHIk;C.T //T/.v/1i
D hc ˝ u; .U ˝ IH/.TEv/1i :
By applying the definition of the transpose we arrive at
hc ˝ u; .U ˝ IH/.TEv/1i
D h1˝ u; TEvci
D h1˝ u; T .c ˝ v/i
D hu; TEc.v/i :
Lemma 2.1.8. If T 2 B.hI k˝ h/ then
T Ec D EcT c: (2.7)
for all c 2 k.
Proof. First observe that if T 2 B.hI k˝ h/ then T 2 Mat.M;H/C;k. Therefore,˝
u;Ec.T T/v
˛
D ˝c ˝ u; .T T/v˛
D ˝T T.c ˝ u/; v˛
DhT u; v ˝ ci
D hu; T .v ˝ c/i
D hu; TEcvi :
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2.2 The CCR algebra
In this section we briefly discuss the theory of the CCR algebra. For more details
we recommend the reader consult the books [27], [83].
Let V be a real vector space equipped with a non-degenerate symplectic form
 , that is,  WV  V ! R is a bilinear form which is skew symmetric and non-
degenerate:
 .u; v/ D  .v; u/, for all u, v 2 V ,
 if .u; v/ D 0 for all u 2 V then v D 0.
From now we will refer to the pair .V; / as a symplectic space. Let .V1; 1/ and
.V2; 2/ be symplectic spaces, we call a map T WV1 ! V2 symplectic if it is real
linear and
2.T u; T v/ D 1.u; v/ for all u; v 2 V1: (2.8)
Relation (2.8) implies the injectivity of T . Thus, if T is a surjective symplecitc
map then it is bijective. We call a surjective symplectic map T WV ! V a sym-
plectic automorphism.
Definition 2.2.1. The CCR algebra CCR.V; / is the C*-algebra generated by
elements fwuWu 2 V g satisfying
 wuwv D e i.u;v/wuCv for all u, v 2 V ,
 wu D w u, for all u 2 V .
Theorem 2.2.2 (Slawny). For any symplectic space .V; / the C*-algebra CCR.V; /
exists and it is unique up to isomorphism.
For the proof we refer the reader to [83, Theorem 2.1, p. 10].
If V D H, where H is a complex Hilbert space, and  D Im h; i then the Weyl
operators on   .H/ defined in (1.2) give us a representation of CCR.H; Im h; i/
and moreover the vacuum vector which is cyclic for this representation induces
the state ' on the algebra such that '.wu/ D e  12kuk2 for all u 2 H. This
representation is called the Fock representation and the state is called the Fock
state.
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We abbreviate CCR.V; / to CCR.V / if V is a real subspace of the complex
Hilbert space H and  is the imaginary part of the inner product on H.
A state ' on CCR.V; / is called a quasifree state if there exists a symmetric
positive bilinear form ˛WV  V ! R such that
'.wu/ D e  12˛.u;u/ for all u 2 V:
If V is a complex subspace of H then ' is called gauge invariant if
˛.zu; zu/ D ˛.u; u/
for all u 2 V and z 2 fw 2 CW jwj D 1g.
Theorem 2.2.3. Let .V 0;  0/ be a symplectic space, where V 0 is a real dense
subspace of a complex Hilbert space H0. The Bogoliubov transformation induced
by a symplectic map QWV ! V 0 is a *-monomorphism
ˆQWCCR.V; /! CCR.V 0;  0/; wu 7! wQu
for all u 2 V . It induces a representation Q of CCR.V; / on   .H0/ satisfying
Q.wu/ D W0.Qu/
and a quasifree state
'.wu/ D e  12kQuk2
for all u 2 V .
For the proof we refer the reader to [27, Theorem 5.2.8, p. 94].
Quasifree states via representation
Set H WD L2.RCI k/, where k is a separable complex Hilbert space. The conjuga-
tion j induces the conjugation J WL2.RCI k/! L2.RCI k/ such that
.Jf /.t/ D j.f .t// D f .t/ for all f 2 L2.RCI k/:
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for all f 2 L2.RCI k/.
Example 2.2.4 (Gauge-invariant quasifree states). Let T be a positive self-
adjoint operator on L2.RCI k/. Set V D Dom.T / and note that
†T WD
" p




is also a positive self-adjoint operator with dense domain
Dom†T WD spanC.V /  L2.RCI k˚ k/:
Note that, for all f , g 2 V
h†T .f /;†T .g/i
D
* p





I C T 2g
 JTg
!+
D ˝.I C T 2/f; g˛C hTg; Tf i
D hf; gi C 2Re hTf; Tgi :
Thus if  D Im h; i then †T  is symplectic and, furthermore, the map
†;T WCCR.V /! B.Fk˚k/; wf 7! W0.†T .f // (2.11)
defines a representation of CCR.V / on Fk˚k. The corresponding vacuum vector
 induces the gauge-invariant quasifree state ' such that
'.wf / WD h;W0.†T .f /i D e  12k†T .f /k2 D e  12k
p
IC2T 2f k2
for all f 2 V .
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Example 2.2.5 (Squeezed states). Let ˆQ be a Boguliubov transformation
induced by a symplectic automorphism Q of V WD Dom.T /. Since in our case
L2.RCI k/ is separable, Thereom 2.5, Corollary 2.6 and Corollary 2.8 in [55] give
the polar decomposition of Q, that is
Q D U cosh.D/jV C UK sinh.D/jV ; (2.12)
where U is a unitary operator on L2.RCI k/, K is an antilinear involution on
L2.RCI k/ (that is, K D K D K 1) andD is self-adjoint and positive. Moreover,
this decomposition is unique in the sense of [55, Theorem 2.5 (e), p. 4296]. To
see more relations between U , D, K and Q we refer the reader to [55, Theorem
2.5].
Now note that †T ı  ıQ D †T;Q ı , where
†T;Q D
" p
I C T 2U cosh .D/  pI C T 2UK sinh .D/J 
 JT UK sinh .D/ JT U cosh .D/J 
#
: (2.13)
The map †T;Q is symplectic as a composition of two symplectic maps, and the
map
†;T;QWCCR.V /! B.Fk˚k/; wf 7! W0.†T;Q.f // (2.14)
defines a representation of CCR.V / on Fk˚k.




˛ D e  12k†T;Q.f /k2 D e  12kpIC2T 2Qf k2
for all f 2 V .
The duality theorem
Now we briefly discuss the duality theorem for the CCR algebra. We generate
a von Neumann algebra and its commutant starting from different subalgebras
of the CCR algebra which acts on the symmetric Fock space. Tomita–Takesaki
modular theory shows how to establish a connection between the von Neumann
algebra M and its commutant M0, through the modular conjugation J , that is,
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JMJ D M0, provided that M admits a cyclic and separating vector  ([90,
Theorem 1.19, p. 13]).
Let K be a complex Hilbert space, and let the non-degenerate symplectic form
 be the imaginary part of the inner product on K. We consider CCR.K/ which is
generated by the elements fW0.u/Wu 2 Kg, in particular it acts on the Fock space
.K/. For a subspace K0 of K, we write CCR.K0/ for the subalgebra of CCR.K/
generated by fW0.u/Wu 2 K0g. If K0 is a real subspace of K such that K0 C iK0
is dense in K, then the vacuum vector  is cyclic for CCR.K0/ ([83, Proposition
7.7 p. 65]).
We denote the von Neumann algebra .CCR.K0//00 byMK0 . The vacuum vector
 is cyclic for MK0 , as long as, we assume that K0C iK0 is dense in K. Set K1 to
be the symplectic complement of H0, that is,
K1 WD fu 2 KW 8v2K0 .v; u/ D 0g :
It is easy to see that K1 D iK?0 , where ? is the orthogonal complement with
respect to the real part of the inner product on K ([83, p. 66]). Using the property
(1.4) we observe that W0.u/W0.v/ D W0.v/W0.u/ for all u 2 K0, v 2 K1, and so
MK1  M0K0 :
To obtain the equality we have to assume that K0 \ iK0 D f0g and use Tomita–
Takesaki modular theory. Therefore, let us state the duality theorem;
Theorem 2.2.6. [83, Theorem 7.8, p. 66]. Let K0 be a closed real subspace of
K such that K0 C iK0 is dense in K and K0 \ iK0 D f0g. Then M0K0 D MiK0?.
Moreover, the vacuum vector  is cyclic and separating for both MK0 and MiK0?.
We also refer the reader to the original article [11], the proof of [83, Theorem
7.8, p. 66] comes from [41].
For next two examples let us fix K WD L2.RCI k˚ k/.
Example 2.2.7 (Gauge-invariant case). Let 0WL2.RCI k/ ! L2.RCI k ˚ k/ be
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Dom†0T WD spanC0.JV /  K:
One can show that
 Ran C iRan  D K, Ran  \ iRan  D f0g, and
 Ran 0 C iRan 0 D K, Ran 0 \ iRan 0 D f0g.
For the proof we refer the reader to [67, Lemma 4.4, p. 15]).
Set
 K0 WD cl†T .V /, which is the closure of the range of the operator" p








I C T 2
#
;
If T is injective then T has dense range ([76, p. 231]) and so both †T and †0T
have dense ranges, moreover K0 C iK0 is dense in K, and K0 \ iK0 D f0g. In
particular, we get that
K1 D iK?0 :
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Hence we can apply Theorem 2.2.6 and obtain a von Neumann algebra
N† WD .CCR.K0//00 D .†;T .CCR.V ///00 (2.17)
which acts on the Hilbert space Fk˚k, and its commutant
N0† D .CCR.K1//00 D .†0;T .CCR.JV ///00
both having  as a cyclic and separating vector.
Example 2.2.8 (Squeezed case). Now, we use the duality theorem for the case
where the input is the operators from Example 2.2.5. Similarly to the preceding
example, we define a closed operator
†0T;Q D
"
 T UK sinh.D/J  T U cosh.D/
J
p
I C T 2U cosh.D/J   JpI C T 2UK sinh.D/
#
(2.18)
on the dense domain
Dom†0T;Q WD spanC0.JV /  K;
where U , K, D are obtained from the polar decomposition (2.12). Set
 K0 WD cl†T;Q.V /, which is the closure of the range of the operator" p
I C T 2U.cosh.D/  K sinh.D//
JT U.cosh.D/  K sinh.D//
#
;
 K1 WD cl†0T;Q0.JV /, which is the closure of the range of the operator"
 T U.cosh.D/CK sinh.D//J 
J
p
I C T 2U.cosh.D/CK sinh.D//J 
#
;
If †T;Q has a dense range (e.g., when D is bounded [67, Example (Squeezed
states)]) then K0 C iK0 is dense in K, and K0 \ iK0 D f0g. Moreover, we get
K1 D iK?0 :
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Hence, we can apply Theorem 2.2.6 to obtain a von Neumann algebra




which acts on the Hilbert space Fk˚k and its commutant
N0† D .CCR.K1//00 D .†0;T .CCR.JV ///00
both having  as a cyclic and separating vector.
In [67, p. 12-19], [68, p. 3-5] authors has established the general conditions for
the operators † and †0 to generate von Neumann algebras
N† WD .W0.†.f //Wf 2 V /00; N 0† D .W0.†00.Jf //Wf 2 V /00:
For further calculations the following lemma will be helpful;
Lemma 2.2.9. Let f 2 V be such that 0.Jf / 2 Dom.††0/, where † and †0
are either, †T and †0T or †T;Q and †
0
T;Q, respectively defined in Examples 2.2.4,
2.2.5, 2.2.8 and 2.2.7. Then
J k˚k….††00.Jf // D  ††00.Jf /;
where
 J k˚kWL2.RCI k˚ k/! L2.RCI k˚ k/ is the conjugation, that is,
.J k˚kf /.t/ D f .t/ for all f 2 L2.RCI k˚ k//;
 …WL2.RCI k˚ k/! L2.RCI k˚ k/ is a direct-sum flip, i.e.
….g ˚ h/ D h˚ g for all g; h 2 L2.RCI k/:
For the proof we refer the reader to [68, Lemma 1.2].
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2.3 Quasifree stochastic analysis
Before we start to discuss quasifree stochastic analysis, we have to add a piece of
notation and make a few assumptions for the operators †T defined in (2.10) and
†T;Q given by (2.13).
Notation 2.3.1. For simplicity let us use the following notation.
 Henceforth, † is of the form †T and †T;Q as in Examples 2.2.4 and 2.2.5.
 Similarly, †0 is of the form †0T and †0T;Q as in Examples 2.2.8 and 2.2.7.
 We will consider only the case when † and †0 are bounded operators, in
other words T , Q and D 2 B.L2.RCI k//.
 Let W.f / WD W0.†ı .f // and W 0.f / WD W0.†0ı 0.Jf // for every function
f 2 L2.RCI k/.
 Instead 0.Jf / we will write simply .f /, when this expression follows the
operator †0, that is, we will write †0.f / instead of †00.Jf /.
We would like to be able to write
.†f /.t/ D †t.f .t// (2.20)
for all f 2 L2.RCI k/, for some family of operators .†t/t>0 on k˚ k. For this to
hold we will need some conditions on the operators in Example 2.2.4 and 2.2.5.
The natural assumption is delivered by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let A 2 B.L2.RCI k/. There exists a strongly measurable func-
tion BWRC ! B.k/I t 7! Bt such that
.Af /.t/ D Bt.f .t// (2.21)
for each t > 0, if and only if A commutes with Mg 2 B.L2.RCI k// for all
g 2 L1.RC/, where .Mgf /.t/ D g.t/f .t/.
For the proof we refer the reader to [89, Theorem 7.10, p. 259].
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Remark 2.3.3. The condition which says that A commutes withMg 2 B.L2.RCI k//





(often called the diagonal algebra) stands for the von Neumann algebra L1.RC/,
elements of which act as multiplication operators on L2.RC/.
Theorem 2.3.2 let us changed the technical conditions assumed in [67, p. 17]
or [68, Proposition 1.3] to obtain † of the form (2.20). However, it was possible
since we assumed that † is a bounded operator.
Further in this chapter we will be abusing notation by writing †t for .†/t ,
and †t ˝ IH instead of .†˝ IH/t for each t 2 RC, where H is a Hilbert space.
Quasifree integrals
Stochastic integrals for the representation of CCR algebras were studied in [57, 13]
and recently in [67, 68]. Here, we discuss quasifree integrals defined as in [68].
Let A be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space h, and let us denote
M WD A ˝ N, where N is fW0.†T .f //Wf 2 L2.RCI k/g00; as defined in (2.17), or
fW0.†T;Q.f //Wf 2 L2.RCI k/g00, as in (2.19). .
For each t 2 RC, let Mt WD A ˝ Nt , where
Nt WD fW.f /Wf 2 pt.L2.RCI k//g00: (2.22)
and pt 2 B.L2.RCI k// is the projection given by f 7! fŒ0;t/.
Definition 2.3.4. A (bounded) †-quasifree process on h is a family of bounded
linear operators X D .Xt/t>0 such that Xt 2 Mt for all t 2 RC.
Definition 2.3.5 (Quasifree integrand). A quasifree integrand on h is a family







where, for each t 2 RC,
 Kt 2 M,
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 Mt 2M.M;Fk˚k/k;C, that is, Mt 2 B.kIC/˝M and
MtEx 2 HS.kI h˝ Fk˚k/ for all x 2 h˝ Fk˚k;
 Lt 2 B.CI k/˝m M,
and
 t 7! Kt.u˝/ 2 L1;loc.RCI h˝ Fk˚k/ for all u 2 h,





2 L2;loc.RCI .k˚ k/˝ h˝ Fk˚k/ for all u 2 h.
Remark 2.3.6. Let IWL2.RCI .k˚k/˝h˝Fk˚k/! h˝Fk˚k denote the abstract
Itô integral (Definition 1.2.10). The inclusion map from the space of all vacuum
adapted square-integrable functions (Definition 1.2.8) L2.RCI .k˚k/˝h˝Fk˚k/
to L2.RCI .k˚ k/˝ h˝ Fk˚k/ is denoted by V.
Definition 2.3.7 (Quasifree integral). Let F D .Kt MtLt 0 /t>0 be a quasifree in-
tegrand on h, the †-quasifree integral ƒ†t .F /W h ˝ N0 ! h ˝ Fk˚k is defined
by





C It.V .†˝ Ih˝Fk˚k/V/ z.1/ ; (2.24)






Note that ƒ†t .F / has a bounded extension.
Remark 2.3.8. For the quasifree integrand F from the preceding definition we
define quasifree time, annihilation and creation integrals by
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Caution: In quasifree stochastic calculus there is no number integral. For more
details we refer the reader to [68, Remark and Lemma 7.5, p. 21].
To draw the analogy between quantum stochastic analysis and quasifree stochas-
tic analysis we state three fundamental statemants.
Theorem 2.3.9 (First Fundamental Formula). Let F be a quasifree integrand
on h of the form (2.23). Then˝











for all u, v 2 h, f and g 2 L2.RCI k/, where h D f   g and b†s WD IC ˚†s.
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Proof. Let u, v 2 h, f and g 2 L2.RCI k/. Then˝
u˝W 0.f /;ƒ†t .F /.v ˝W 0.g//
˛
D ˝u˝W 0. g/W 0.f /; Tt Kv ˝˛
C
*

































The outline of the proof can be found in [68, Proposition 4.1]; here we give a
more detailed version for reader’s convenience.
The bridge between quantum stochastic and quasifree calculus is the following
corollary of the First Fundamental Formula.
Corollary 2.3.10. Let F be a quasifree integrand on h of the form (2.23). Then
ƒ†t .F / D ƒt.F / on h˝N0;
where
F t D








is defined on1k˚ k ˝ h ˝ Fk˚k.
Proof. In [68] this corollary is a consequence of Explicit Formulae [68, Proposition
4.3], we derive it directly from the First Fundamental Formula.
First note that for any f 2 L2.RCI k/ we have
W 0.f / D e  12k†0.f /k2".†0.f //:
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For simplicity let c.†0; f / WD e  12k†0.f /k2 .
If u, v 2 h, and f , g 2 L2.RCI k/ then we obtain˝
u˝W 0.f /;ƒt.F /.v ˝W 0.g//
˛

































u˝W 0.f /;  Ms LTs .†s ˝ Ih˝Fk˚k/E†0.g/.s/.v ˝W 0.g///E ds:



















































D ˝u˝W 0.f /;ƒ†t .F /.v ˝W 0.g//˛ :
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An immediate consequence of I being an isometry and the triangle inequality
is the following fundamental estimate for quasifree calculus ([68, Proposition 4.1]).
Proposition 2.3.11 (Fundamental Estimate). For all u 2 h we have
kƒ†t .F /.u˝/k 6 kTt
 
z.0/
k C .†˝ Ih˝Fk˚k/ z.1/Œ0;t/ ;






Corollary 2.3.10 and Second Fundamental Formula for QS (Theorem 1.2.18)
yields the following result.
Theorem 2.3.12 (Second Fundamental Formula). Let F D  Kt MtLt 0 t>0 and
G D  Rt NtPt 0 t>0 be quasifree integrands on h. Then˝















.b†s ˝ I / KsLs
MTs

.v ˝W 0.f //






.b†s ˝ I / KsLs
MTs

.v ˝W 0.f //













˝ I 2 B.1k˚ k˝ h˝ Fk˚k/.
For more details including the proof we refer the reader to [68, Theorem 4.5].
The QF integral consists of time, annihilation and creation integrals, thus
according to the Second Fundamental Formula, the correction term may vary for
different combinations of coefficients of the integrand.
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Example 2.3.13. Let F D  Kt MtLt 0 t>0 and G D  Rt NtPt 0 t>0 be quasifree
integrands on h. By applying the Second Fundamental Formula to˝
A†t .M/u˝;A†t .N /v ˝
˛
we obtain that the correction term equals toZ t
0
D













Let † be the covariance from Example 2.2.4 then we obtainZ t
0
D











v˝ ˝;M ;Ts .jT 2.s/j  ˝ I /N Ts .v ˝/˛ ds:
for all u, v 2 h.





˛ WD ˝A†t .M/u˝W 0.f /; A†t .N /v ˝W 0.g/˛.
When † is taken to be the one from Example 2.2.4 then the correction term is
of type jT 2.t/j dt .
We have nine different possibilities, four of them might be non-zero, depending
on the covariance operator †. Let †t †t be of the form






for some ˛.t/ 2 B.k/, ˇ.t/ 2 B.kI k/, .t/ 2 B.k; k/, ı.t/ 2 B.k/, t 2 RC.
Analogous to the procedure in Example 1.2.19, we present all non-zero cor-
rection terms in the quantum Itô table underneath.
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Table 2.1: Quantum Itô table.




















For more details we recommend the reader consult [68, Corollary 4.6 and
Example 1, p. 13].
Quasifree-SDEs and †-quasifree cocycles
This section is based on [68], a recent development by Lindsay and Margetts .
Let F be a quasifree integrand on h of the form (2.23) and let T 2 B.h/. We
say that a bounded †-quasifree process X D .Xt/t>0 on h is a weak solution of
the (left) quasifree stochastic differential equation
dXt D bX tFt dƒ†t ; X0 D T ˝ IFk˚k; (2.26)
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where bX t D Iyk ˝Xt , if it satisfies˝











for all, u, v 2 h and f 2 L2.RCI k/, where fXs D Ick˚k ˝Xs.
We call the solution strong if bXF D .bX tFt/t>0 is a quasifree integrand on h.
We abbreviate a quasifree stochastic differential equation to Qf-SDE.
Proposition 2.3.14. Let F be a quasifree integrand on h of the form (2.23). If a
bounded operator process X D .Xt/t>0 such that each Xt 2 M is a strong solution
(Definition 1.2.21) of the QSDE
dXt DfXtF t dƒt ; X0 D T ˝ IFk˚k; (2.27)
with F t given by (2.25), then X is a strong solution the Qf-SDE (2.26).
Proof. First note that bXF is a quasifree integrand on h. Next, by Corollary
2.3.10 we obtain that X satisfies weakly the Qf-SDE (2.26).
The existence and the uniqueness of the strong solution of the Qf-SDE (2.26)
is obtained in a similar way as it was done for QSDEs, Remark 1.2.23. For more
details we refer the reader to [68, Theorem 6.1].
Definition 2.3.15 (†-quasifree cocycles). A left †-quasifree cocycle on a Hilbert
space h is a QS cocycle (Definition 1.2.24) X D .Xt/t>0, where Xt 2 Mt for each
t 2 RC.
Assumption. From now until the end of the thesis we make the following as-
sumption on †.
A. Covariance † is time-constant, that is,
† D IL2.RC/ ˝Z; (2.28)
where Z 2 B.k˚ k/.
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Proposition 2.3.16. Let X be a unique strong solution of the Qf-SDE
dXt D bX t.F ˝ IFk˚k/ dƒ†t ; X0 D Ih˝Fk˚k;
then X is a †-quasifree cocycle.
For the proof we refer the reader to [68, Lemma 7.1].
Theorem 2.3.17. Let X be a Markov-regular contraction †-quasifree cocycle.
Then X is a strong solution of the Qf-SDE
dXt D eX t.F ˝ IFk˚k/ dƒ†t ; X0 D Ih˝Fk˚k;
where F D K  L
L 0
 2 B.1k˚ k˝ h/. Furthermore, the following statements are
equivalent.
 X is a unitary cocycle.
 X is an isometry cocycle.
 There exists a self-adjoint operator H 2 B.h/ such that
K D  iH   1
2

L  LT .Ih ˝ZZ/  L Lc  :
For more details including the proof we refer the reader to [68, Theorem
7.9]. An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3.14, Proposition 2.3.16 and
the preceding theorem is the following.
Corollary 2.3.18. Let F D K  L
L 0

for some self-adjoint operator K 2 B.h/
and L 2 B.hI h˝ k/. If a bounded operator process X D .Xt/t>0 satisfies strongly
the QSDE
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and
K D  iH   1
2

L  LT .Ih ˝ZZ/  L Lc 





Quantum random-walk approximation to Markov regular QS cocycles is discussed
in this chapter. As well as the mathematical description, we provide the reader
with some physical interpretations, based on repeated quantum interactions in-
troduced in [9] and studied by many others, e.g. [5], [6], [28], [38], [10] and [29].
Our convention here is slightly different than the one in Chapter 2; the generators
of cocycles are operators on h˝ yk rather than on yk˝ h. However this does not
make a difference since in Chapter 2 we could employ tensor flips to deal with
the space h˝yk, but, it is more elegant not to use too many tensor flips. We start
by introducing the discrete version of Fock space Fk on which random walks will
be defined.
3.1 Random walk convergence
Toy Fock space
The toy Fock space, introduced by J. L. Journé ([77, p. 18]), is a discrete model
for quantum stochastic calculus on Fk. For more details on the topic we refer the
reader to [16] (Fock space setting) and [4] (Fock–Guichardet space setting).
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Let yk be a separable Hilbert space with distinguished unit vector e0, and let
k WD yk	 Ce0 D fx 2 ykW hy; xi D 0 for all y 2 Ce0g:





with respect to the stabilising sequence ..n/ WD e0/n>0, where yk.n/ D yk for each
n; the subscript .n/ indicates the relevant copy.






















˝ ‡Œn D ‡k is the analogue of the continuous tensor-
product structure of the symmetric Fock space.
Remark 3.1.2. Let h > 0 and set Ih;n WD Œhn; h.nC1// for all n 2 N. We identify
Fock space Fk and Fk;h WD N
n>0
FkIh;n by the following isometric isomorphism:




where the tensor product is taken with respect to the stabilising sequence .Ih;n/n>0.
To embed toy Fock space over k into Fk let us define the following map.
Definition 3.1.3. Let h > 0. For all n 2 N define the natural isometry
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J nh W‡k ! Fkh: (3.5)
Note that J 
h
".f / D N
m>0





Proposition 3.1.4. As h! 0C the projection JhJh converges strongly to IFk.
For the proof we refer the reader to [16, Theorem 2.1].
Approximation theorem
The main aim of this section is to give a simple proof of the random walk ap-
proximation theorem for the Markov regular QS cocycles. Similar approximation
theorem for mapping cocycles (quantum flows) can be found in the literature,
e.g. [86, Theorem 3.3] or [17, Theorem 7.6, p. 431].
Similarly to the preceding section, we will be using a separable Hilbert space
yk with a distinguished unit vector e0, and k will stand for k WD yk	 Ce0.
Definition 3.1.5. Let G 2 B.h˝ yk/, n 2 N and k 2 f1; : : : ; ng. The ampliation
of G to B.h˝ yk˝n/ in the k-th place is the operator G.n/
k












D hu˝ xk; G.v ˝ yk/i
Y
i¤k
hxi ; yii : (3.6)
That is, G.n/
k




acts as the identity on the other n   1 components of yk˝n.
Definition 3.1.6. If h > 0 and G 2 B.h˝yk/ then the embedded quantum random

























Œnh;1/ for n > 1
(3.7)
if t 2 Œnh; .nC 1/h/, for all t 2 RC.
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Before we can write a statement of a random-walk approximation theorem we
will need a few technicalities.















where ? D Ih ˝ je0i he0j and  WD Ih˝yk  ?.
Remark 3.1.8. Note that  defined above coincides with the one defined in
(1.11). In particular, if G D  A BC D  for A 2 B.h/, B 2 B.h˝kI h/, C 2 B.hI h˝k/










C D   Ih˝k
#
:
Definition 3.1.9. Let n 2 N and x1; x2; : : : ; xn 2 yk. We define a map
Ex1˝x2˝:::˝xn W h! h˝ yk˝n by Ex1˝x2˝:::˝xnu D u˝ x1 ˝ x2 ˝ : : :˝ xn
and denote its adjoint by Ex1˝x2˝:::˝xn .
Lemma 3.1.10. If G;H 2 B.h˝ yk/ then
Ex1˝x2G.2/1 H
.2/




1 Ey1˝y2 D Ex2GEy2Ex1HEy1 (3.9)
for all x1, x2, y1, y2 2 yk.
Proof. First note that
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and so
Ex1˝x2 D .Ex1 ˝ Iyk/Ex2;
Ex1˝x2 D Ex2.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/: (3.10)




D Ex2.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/G.2/1 H .2/2 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/Ey2 :
Then
Ex2.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/G.2/1 H .2/2 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/Ey2




2 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/ D .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/H .2/2
we obtain
Ex2.Ex1G ˝ Iyk/H .2/2 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/Ey2
D Ex2.Ex1GEy1 ˝ Iyk/HEy2 :











2 Ey1˝y2 D Ex1GEy1Ex2HEy2 :
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DEx2.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/G.2/2 H .2/1 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/Ey2
Now observe that .Ex1˝Iyk/G.2/2 D G.Ex2˝Iyk/, because G.2/2 acts as an identity
on the first copy of yk, and so
Ex2.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/G.2/2 H .2/1 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/Ey2




1 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/Ey2 D ….Ey2 ˝ Iyk/HEy1
where … 2 B.h˝ yk˝ yk/ is given by
….u˝ y ˝ x/ D u˝ x ˝ y
for all x, y 2 yk. Therefore,
Ex2G.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/H .2/1 .Ey1 ˝ Iyk/Ey2
DEx2G.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/….Ey2 ˝ Iyk/HEy1;
Note that .Ex1 ˝ Iyk/….Ey2 ˝ Iyk/ D Ey2Ex1 and hence,
Ex2G.Ex1 ˝ Iyk/.Ey2 ˝ Iyk/HEy1 D Ex2GEy2Ex1HEy1
Lemma 3.1.11. If G 2 B.h˝ yk/ then
Ex1˝˝xnG.n/1   G.n/n Ey1˝˝yn D Ex1GEy1   ExnGEyn (3.11)
for all x1, : : :, xn, y1, : : :, yn 2 yk.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n D 2 the condition is satisfied by the
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preceding lemma. Assume (3.11) holds for n. Now we show the inductive step
Ex1˝˝xn˝xnC1G.nC1/1   G.nC1/n G.nC1/nC1 Ey1˝˝yn˝ynC1
D ExnC1 Ex1˝˝xn ˝ Iyk.G.n/1 ˝ Iyk/  .G.n/n ˝ Iyk/G.nC1/nC1  Ey1˝˝yn ˝ IykEynC1
D ExnC1












Ex1˝˝xnG.n/1   G.n/n Ey1˝˝yn ˝ Iyk

GEynC1
D Ex1˝˝xnG.n/1   G.n/n Ey1˝˝ynExnC1GEynC1
D Ex1GEy1   ExnGEynExnC1GEynC1 :
The next theorem is a main result of this section. It is a special case of a
quantum analogue of Donsker’s invariant principle proved in [17, Theorem 7.6,
p. 431], however we give a new more elementary proof.









E".f / XG.h/;ht  XFt E".g/ D 0; (3.13)
where XF D .XFt / is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator F .
Proof. Observe that
E b˛x D E yx  ? C ˛ and Eb˛x D  ? C ˛Eyx
for each ˛ 2 C and x 2 k.
For each x, y 2 k denote by .P x;yt /t>0 the associated semigroup of the cocycle
XF .
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Now, let t 2 RC, let c, d 2 k and let h > 0. Then t 2 Œnh; .nC 1/h/ for some

































t .EycFE yd C hc; d i Ih/
o
;
where the convergence holds in norm due to Proposition A.0.9 (Euler’s exponen-
tial formula).
According to Proposition 1.2.30 we arrive at
exp
n





bphcG.h/Ebphdn ! P c;dt as h! 0C: (3.14)
Let f , g be right-continuous step functions and let f0 D t0 < t1 < : : : < tk <
tkC1 D tg for some k 2 N, contain the discontinuities of fŒ0;t/ and gŒ0;t/. Let li be
such that
hli 6 ti < hli C h for i D 0; : : : ; k C 1:
In particular,
hn D hlkC1 6 t D tkC1 < hlkC1 C h
so lkC1 D n.
See the figure below:
h hl1 hl2 hlk 1 hlk hn
0 t1 t2 : : : tk 1 tk t
.
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D ˝".fŒhn;1//; ".gŒhn;1//˛E n 1NmD0bfh.m/G.h/.n/1   G.h/.n/n E n 1N
mD0
bgh.m/
D ˝".fŒhn;1//; ".gŒhn;1//˛Ebfh.0/G.h/Ebgh.0/   E1fh.n 1/G.h/E1fh.n 1/:
The functions f and g are constant on





bfh.j /G.h/Ebgh.j / D kY
iD0
E
bfh.li /G.h/Ebgh.li / E1phf .ti /G.h/E1phg.ti /liC1 li 1 :





f .s/ ds ! 0 as h! 0C;
because f is a step function, so bounded and similarly for g.
Moreover, observe that
Eb0G.h/Eb0 D Eb0.G.h/   Ih˝yk/Eb0 C Ih
D hEb0m.G.h/; h/Eb0 C Ih
! Ih as h! 0C:
Hence,
E
bfh.li /G.h/Ebgh.li / ! Ih as h! 0C:
Furthermore, by (3.14),
E
1phf .ti /G.h/E1phg.ti /liC1 li 1 ! P f .t1/;g.ti /i ;
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where i  h.liC1   li   1/, but
h.liC1   li   1/ D hliC1   hli   h! tiC1   ti as h! 0C





h!0C ! ˝".fŒt;1//; ".gŒt;1//˛P f .t0/;g.t0/t1 t0 : : : P f .tk/;g.tk/t tk
D ˝".fŒt;1//; ".gŒt;1//˛E".fŒ0;t//XFt E".gŒ0;t//
DE".f /XFt E".g/:
To see that this convergence is uniform for all t 2 Œ0; T , where T > 0 is
arbitrary, suppose first that t 2 ŒT1; T2 for some T1, T2 2 Œ0; T , and f; g are




D ˝".fŒhn;1//; ".gŒhn;1//˛ kQ
iD0
Ebfh.li /G.h/Ebgh.li / E1phf .ti /G.h/E1phg.ti /liC1 li 1 ;
(3.15)
where nh 6 t < .nC 1/h and the li are as we previously used in the proof. As t
varies in .T1; T2, since t > tk, the last point of discontinuity, only two terms in
(3.15) vary:






Note that, the integers l0; : : : ; lk do not depend on t , but lkC1 D n does. Thus
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and 
E
2phf .tk/G.h/E2phg.tk/n ! P f .tk/;g.tk/t (3.17)
uniformly in t .
Condition (3.17) holds by Proposition A.0.9 (Euler’s exponential formula).
To show (3.16) first note thatˇˇˇR T2
nh
hf .s/; g.s/i ds   R T2
t
hf .s/; g.s/i ds
ˇˇˇ
6 .t   nh/kf k1kgk1 6 hkf k1kgk1;
(3.18)
where kf k1 D supt2RC jf .t/j.
Now let z 2 C and fzhW h 2 .0;1/g  C be such that zh ! z as h! 0C. We take
ı > 0 such that jzhj < jzj C 1 whenever 0 < h < ı. By using a similar argument
to the one in the proof of Lemma A.0.7 we obtain that if 0 < h < ı then
j exp.zh/   exp.z/j 6 jzh   zjejzjC1: (3.19)
Hence, we show that (3.16) holds by combining (3.18) and (3.19).
Finally, we can write Œ0; T  as
f0g [ .0; T1 [ .T1; T2 [ : : : [ .Tn 1; Tn
where f and g are constant on .Ti ; TiC1 for i D 0; : : : ; n  1. Since convergence
is uniform on each of the interval, it is uniform on the whole Œ0; T .
Next two lemmas will tell us when we can have a stronger convergence than
the one in Theorem 3.1.12, that is, the convergence in equation (3.13).
Lemma 3.1.13. Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces, let D be a total subset of H2
and let T > 0. If fXt W t 2 Œ0; T g and fY .h/t W h > 0; t 2 Œ0; T g are bounded subsets





kEc.Y .h/t  Xt/Edk D 0
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for all u; v 2 H1 ˝ H2









!0 as h! 0C:











for all 1, 2 2 H1˝D.
Let u and v 2 H1˝H2 and let .un/ and .vn/ be sequences in H1˝D such that
kun   uk ! 0 and kvn   vk ! 0 as n!1:
Since sup
t2Œ0;T 
































ku   unkkv   vnk.kY .h/t k C kXtk/C kunkkv   vnk.kY .h/t k C kXtk/






!0 as h! 0C and n!1:
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Lemma 3.1.14. Let T > 0. If .Y ht /t2Œ0;T  is a family of contractions in B.H/ for
all h > 0 and .Xt/t2Œ0;T  is a family of isometries in B.H/ such that t 7! Xtu is
















.Y .h/t  Xt/u! 0; for all u 2 H:
Proof. Fix u 2 H and T > 0.
If X is is an isometry and Y is an contraction then
k.X   Y /uk2
Dh.X   Y /u; .X   Y /ui
Dkuk2 C kYuk2   hXu; Yui   hYu;Xui
Dkuk2 C kYuk2   hXu; .Y  X/ui   hXu;Xui   h.Y  X/u;Xui   hXu;Xui
DkYuk2   kuk2 C 2Re h.X   Y /u;Xui
62Re h.X   Y /u;Xui




.Y .h/t  Xt/u 6 2 sup
t2Œ0;T 
ˇˇˇD
.Xt   Y .h/t /u;Xtu
Eˇˇˇ
:
As t 7! Xtu is continuous on RC, it is uniformly continuous on Œ0; T .
If s, t 2 Œ0; T  then
ˇˇˇD
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Given " > 0 let 0 D t0 < t2 < : : : < tn D T be such that
k.Xt  Xti /uk <
"
2kuk C 1




.Xt   Y .h/t /u;Xtu
Eˇˇˇ
6 2kuk"
2kuk C 1 C max06i6n 1
ˇˇˇD





.Xt   Y .h/t /u;Xtiu
Eˇˇˇ
!" as h! 0:
As " is arbitrary, the result follows.
In [80, Theorem 4.1] Parthasarathy showed that the Markov-regular unitary
QS cocycle can be obtained as a limit (in the sense of Definition on p. 156 in
[80]) of quantum random walks (defined in [80, equation (4.3), p. 161]). However,
the theorem was proved under the assumption that the initial space h D C. The
random walk generator used in the next example is taken to be of a similar form
to the one considered on p. 163 in [80], but h is an arbitrary Hilbert space finite
or infinte-dimensional.




0 e iH ˝ I
#"
.I   LL/ 12  LW
L .I   LL/ 12 W
#
; (3.21)
where L 2 B.hI h˝ k/ has norm less or equal 1, W 2 B.h˝ k/ is an isometry and
H 2 B.h/ is self-adjoint. Note that X.H;L;W / is an isometry.






L W   I
#
: (3.22)
By Theorem 1.2.34 we know that the Markov-regular QS cocycle generated by
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I   ihH C o.h/ 0






















I   iH   1
2
hLLC o.1/  LW C o.1/
LC o.1/ W   I C o.1/
#
DF C o.1/
!F as h! 0C:
Therefore Theorem 3.1.12 together with Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.14 imply





XG.h/;ht  XFt   D 0:
Random walk products
The results presented in this section concerns the product of random walks.
Theorem 3.1.16. Let
G1W .0;1/! B.h˝ yk/; G2W .0;1/! B.h˝ yk/;
and let F1 2 B.h˝ yk/, F2 2 B.h˝ yk/ be such that
m.G1.h/; h/




If f , g 2 L2.RCI k/ are right-continuous step functions and T 2 RC then
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E".f / XG1.h/G2.h/;ht  XFt E".g/ D 0;
where XF D .XFt / is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
F WD F1 C F2 C F1F2:
Proof. We claim that m.G1.h/G2.h/; h/! F1 C F2 C F1F2.
The key step of the proof is the following observation
ab   1 D .a   1/.b   1/C a   1C b   1;








































Dm.G1.h/; h/.h? C/m.G2.h/; h/
Dm.G1.h/; h/m.G2.h/; h/C hm.G1.h/; h/?m.G2.h/; h/:
Therefore,
m.G1.h/G2.h/; h/
h!0C! F1 C F2 C F1F2:
We finish the proof by applying Theorem 3.1.12.
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Definition 3.1.17. We say that the operators F1, F2 2 B.h ˝ yk/ commute on
the initial space h if and only if for all x1, x2, y1, y2 2 yk the following holds
Ex1F1Ey1E
x2F2Ey2 D Ex2F2Ey2Ex1F1Ey1 : (3.23)
Corollary 3.1.18. Let
G1W .0;1/! B.h˝ yk/; G2W .0;1/! B.h˝ yk/;
and let F1, F2 2 B.h˝ yk/ be such that
m.G1.h/; h/









E".f / XG1.h/;ht XG2.h/;ht  XFt E".g/ D 0;
for all right-continuous step functions f , g 2 L2.RCI k/ and T 2 RC,where
XF D .XFt / is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
F WD F1 C F2 C F1F2:
Proof. First we show that XG1.h/;ht X
G2.h/;h
t D XG1.h/G2.h/;ht holds if and only if
G1.h/ and G2.h/ commute on the initial space. Since J kh is an isometry for any
k 2 N it is sufficient to show that G1.h/ and G2.h/ commute on the initial space
if and only if
G
.n/




2;1.h/ : : : G
.n/
2;n.h/ D G.n/1;1.h/G.n/2;1.h/ : : : G.n/1;n.h/G.n/2;n.h/
(3.24)
for all n 2 N, where G.n/
l;j
.h/, for l 2 f1; 2g, is the ampliation of Gl.h/ to B.h˝yk˝n/
in the j -th place. Now we show that the equation (3.24) implies that G1.h/ and
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By applying Lemma 3.1.10 we obtain that
Ex1˝x2G.2/2;1.h/G
.2/
1;2.h/Ey1˝y2 D Ex1G2.h/Ey1Ex2G1.h/Ey2 :




due to the equation (3.9). Therefore, G1.h/ and G2.h/ commute on the initial
space. Application of Lemma 3.1.10 and the induction on n delivers that the
equation (3.24) holds if G1.h/ and G2.h/ commute on the initial space.
Finally, to finish the proof we apply Theorem 3.1.16.
Proposition 3.1.19. Let XF1, XF2 be Markov-regular QS cocycles generated by





t /t>0 is a QS cocycle with generator F1 C F2 C F1F2.
Proof. Assume that F1 and F2 commute on the initial space h. Let h > 0.
Define





? C?F1? C I;





? C?F2? C I:
Then m.G1.h/; h/! F1 and m.G2.h/; h/! F2 in norm as h! 0C. It is easy to





t D XG1.h/G2.h/;ht :
By applying, e.g., quantum Donsker’s invariance principle, that is, Theorem 7.6
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p. 27 in [16], we obtain that
lim
h!0C
XG1.h/;ht  XF1t  .u˝ ".f // D 0 and
lim
h!0C
XG2.h/;ht  XF2t  .u˝ ".f // D 0
for all u 2 h and f 2 L2.RCI k/. Observe thatD
















u˝ ".f /; XF1t XF2t .v ˝ ".g//
E
for all u, v 2 h and f , g 2 L2.RCI k/. On the other hand, by Corollary 3.1.18,D
u˝ ".f /; XG1.h/G2.h/;ht .v ˝ ".g//
E
! ˝u˝ ".f /; XFt .v ˝ ".g//˛ ;





t /t>0 is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator F1CF2CF1F2.
Remark 3.1.20. Instead of using the quantum Donsker’s invariance principle in
the proof of the preceding proposition, we could use our convergence results if we
assume that the cocycles XF1 , XF2 consist of isometries.
Let XF1 , XF2 be isometric Markov-regular QS cocycles and assume that F1
and F2 commute on the initial space h. By Theorem 1.2.34 we know that F1
and F2 are of the form (3.22) for some L1, L2 2 B.hI h˝ k/, isometries W1; W2 2
B.h˝ k/ and self-adjoint H1;H2 2 B.h/. Now, set
G1.h/ WD X.hH1;
p
hL1; W1/ and G2.h/ WD X.hH2;
p
hL2; W2/
as in Example 3.1.15. Thus, G1.h/ and G2.h/ commute on the initial space h.
Example 3.1.15 yields that XG1.h/;ht ! XF1t and XG2.h/;ht ! XF2t in strong op-
erator topology as h! 0C. Analogously to the proof of the preceding proposition
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we obtain that .XF1t X
F2
t /t>0 is a Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
F1 C F2 C F1F2.
We may also consider infinite products. The next lemma is a simple tool
which will be used to obtain a non-trivial limit when we take an arbitrary large
number of generators.












D ed   1   d:
































  1   d D ed   1   d:
Proposition 3.1.22. Let G D  A BC D  for some A 2 B.h/, B 2 B.h ˝ kI h/,
C 2 B.hI h˝ k/, D 2 B.h˝ k/. For all n 2 N let GnW .0;1/! B.h˝ yk/ satisfy
m.Gn.h/; h//! G
n
in norm as h ! 0C. If f , g 2 L2.RCI k/ are (right-continuous) step functions





E".f / XGn.h/n;ht  XFt E".g/ D 0;
where XF D .XFt / is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
F D
"
AC B exp2.D/C B exp1.D/
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in norm as h! 0C. Now, observe that for any k 2 N




















































































































B exp2.D/C B.exp1.D/   I /









AC B exp2.D/C B exp1.D/
exp1.D/C exp.D/   I
#
in norm, as h! 0C and n!1.
We end the proof by applying Proposition 1.2.29.
3.2 Open quantum systems
Let Hsys be a Hilbert space and let Hsys 2 B.Hsys/ be self-adjoint. We refer to
the pair S D .Hsys;Hsys/ as a quantum system; we call Hsys a state space for
S and Hsys a Hamiltonian for S (it describes the dynamics of the system S).
We say that S is an open quantum system if it is coupled to another quantum
system B D .Henv;Henv/, which we call the environment, and interacts with it.
We may view S as a triple .Hsys;Hsys; !sys/, if the quantum system S is considered
to be in the normal state !sysWB.Hsys/ ! C (an ultraweakly continuous positive
linear functional of norm 1). If the open quantum system S interacts with the
environment B, then the Hilbert space of the total system S C B is given by
Hsys ˝ Henv. The Hamiltonian Htot.t/ of S C B may be taken to be of the form
Htot.t/ WD Hsys ˝ IHenv C IHsys ˝Henv CHint.t/;
where Hint.t/ 2 B.Hsys ˝ Henv/ is the Hamiltonian describing the interaction be-
tween the system S and the environment B at time t . The evolution of the total




For more details we refer the reader to [30, 3.1.3 Dynamics of open systems,
p. 115].
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.Hsys;Hsys; !sys/
(Henv;Henv; !env)
(Hsys ˝ Henv;Htot.t/; !sys˝!env)
Figure 3.1: Interaction of the open quantum system S with the environment B
at time t .
We will be exploiting the above model further in this chapter, but before let
us formulate some important technicalities.









hf .a; b/Ch.f .a; c/Cg.a; b//Co.h/ as h! 0C;
where



















For the proof use a definition of the exponential function in Banach algebras
(it is defined via power series) and then group the terms according to h.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let
G.h/ WD exp .AC
p
hB C hC/; (3.25)
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where A, B, C 2 B.h˝ yk/. We obtain that
m.G.h/; h/
h!0C! ?.f .A; C /C g.A;B//? C?f .A;B/Cf .A;B/?
C.expA   I /
DWF (3.26)
in norm, if and only if
?.exp.A/   I / D 0 D .exp.A/   I /? and ?f .A;B/? D 0: (3.27)




?.exp .A/   I /? C 1p
h
?.exp .A/   I /
C 1p
h
.exp .A/   I /? C 1p
h
?f .A;B/? C o.h/:
Hence, m.G.h/; h/ converges as claimed if and only if ?.exp.A/   I /? D 0
and
?.exp .A/   I /C.exp .A/   I /? C?f .A;B/? D 0;
by considering the associated block matrices, the second identity holds if and only
if
?.exp .A/   I / D .exp .A/   I /? D ?f .A;B/? D 0:
Lemma 3.2.3. Let G.h/ be defined as in Lemma 3.2.2. If ?A D 0 D A? and
?B? D 0 then
m.G.h/; h/
h!0C! ?.C C B exp2.A/B/? C?B exp1.A/
C  exp1.A/B? C.expA   I /
WD F
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Proof. Assume that ?A D 0 D A?. Then the first condition in (3.27) holds
and the second one becomes
?B? D 0:
Furthermore,
 ?f .A;B/ D ?B exp1.A/,
 f .A;B/? D exp1.A/B?,
 ?g.A;B/? D ?B exp2.A/B?,
 ?f .A;C /? D ?C?,
Hence,
F D ?.CCB exp2.A/B/?C?B exp1.A/C exp1.A/B?C.expA I /:
(3.28)
An immediate consequence from the preceding lemma is the following corol-
lary:









If instead we assume that B D 0 and ?A D 0 D A? then
F D ?C? C.expA   I /:
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Repeated interactions
Let yk be a separable Hilbert space with a distinguished unit vector e0. In this
section we discuss the repeated quantum interactions, during short time intervals
of length h, between the open quantum system S D .h;Hsys/ with the environ-
ment B, which is given by an infinite chain of identical quantum systems. The
coupled system SCB is called a repeated interaction quantum system. The model
of repeated quantum interactions was introduced by Attal and Pautrat in [9] and
investigated in many others articles, e.g. [5], [6], [5], [38], [28], [29] and [10]. Let
P D .yk;Hpar/ be a typical element of the infinite chain B. Thus the Toy Fock
space ‡.yk/ is the state space for B. The system S interacts first with P during
the time interval Œ0; h/ for some small h > 0, according to the total Hamiltonian
Htot.h/ WD Hsys ˝ Iyk C Ih ˝Hpar C hHint; (3.29)
where Hint 2 B.h˝ yk/ is the interaction Hamiltonian and h > 0 represents the
strength of interaction depending on h. Then the system S stops interacting
with P and starts with the next particle, again for a period of length h. This




P P P P P P
Figure 3.2: A repeated interaction system.
The unitary operator representing the evolution during the time of length h
is given by
U.h/ WD e ihHtot.h/:
Let n 2 N. To describe the sequence of interactions, we consider the unitary
operator U.h/.n/
k
, which is the ampliation of U.h/ to h˝ yk˝n with the notation
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according to Definition 3.1.5. The coupled evolution during the time Œ0; hn/ is
given by
V.h/n WD U.h/.n/1   U.h/.n/n :
Hence, the whole evolution is described by the family .V .h/n/n2N. We will be
investigating the behaviour of the evolutions as h! 0C. To obtain a non-trivial
limit we have to scale the total Hamiltonian in terms of h in a way that strengthens
the interaction. We consider three different scalings, one of order
p
h, another of
h, and the third combined. When yk is finite dimensional, it was shown in [9] that
those scalings lead to the limits which are Markov-regular unitary QS cocycles.
Later this was generalised to infinite dimensional case, e.g. in [17]. Similarly to
[9, IV.2 Typical Hamiltonian: weak coupling and low density ], below we present
all possible limits while different scaling is chosen. In contrast to the results in [9]
and [17], we also give the necessary and sufficient conditions on the interaction
Hamiltonian to obtain the limit. In contrast to [9], the continuous-time limit of
unitary evolutions are left QS cocycles, although due to Proposition 1.2.33 no
generality is lost.
Example 3.2.5 (Scaling of order
p
h). First let us consider




Then the associated unitary evolution can be expressed as follows





  iHsys ˝ Iyk   iIh ˝Hpar:
Lemma 3.2.3 and Corollary 3.2.4 imply that
m.U.h/; h/! ?







  i?Hint   iHint? DW F (3.31)
in norm as h! 0C, if and only if ?Hint? D 0.
Set k WD yk	 Ce0, where e0 is a distinguished unit vector in yk. The condition
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for some L 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and self-adjoint D 2 B.h˝ k/.
Thus, if Hint has the matrix form (3.32) then
F D
"












for some L 2 B.hI h˝ k/. Observe that F satisfies the conditions in (1.23).
Therefore, Theorem 3.1.12 together with Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.14
yield thatXU.h/;ht converges in the strong operator topology to the Markov-regular
unitary QS cocycle .XFt /t>0.
The interaction Hamiltonian given by (3.34) together with the scaling of orderp
h correspond to a so-called typical renormalised dipole Hamiltonian which is
often considered in the weak-coupling limit, also called the van Hove limit. Fur-
ther in the thesis we will give more details and references concerning this type of
the limit.
Example 3.2.6 (Scaling of order h). To exploit another possibility of scaling set
Htot.h/ WD Hsys ˝ Iyk C Ih ˝Hpar C
1
h
Hint for all h > 0: (3.35)
Furthermore,
U.h/ WD exp . ihHtot.h// D exp
  iHint C h   iHsys ˝ Iyk   iIh ˝Hpar:
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Lemma 3.2.3 and Corollary 3.2.4 imply that if ?Hint D Hint? D 0 then
m.U.h/; h/! ?  iHsys ˝ Iyk C iIh ˝Hpar? C.exp . iHint/   I /
DWF as h! 0C;











 i  Hsys C ˝e0;Hpare0˛ Ih 0
0 e iD   I
#
;
and such F satisfies the conditions in (1.23).
We finish by applying Theorem 3.1.12, Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.14 to
obtain that XU.h/;ht converges in the strong operator topology to the Markov-
regular unitary QS cocycle .XFt /t>0.
The next example is a generalisation of [9, Theorem 19, p. 35], however we
also give the necessary and sufficient conditions on the interaction Hamiltonian
to obtain the limit.
Example 3.2.7 (Combined limits). For the combined scaling let us consider
self-adjoint operators Hsys 2 B.h/, Hpar 2 B.yk/,






H 00int for all h > 0; (3.37)
where H 0int 2 B.h˝ yk/ and H 00int 2 B.h˝ yk/.
The associated unitary evolution is given by
U.h/ W D exp . ihHtot.h//
D exp

 iH 00int   i
p
hH 0int C h
  iHsys ˝ Iyk   iIh ˝Hpar:
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Hence, by Lemma 3.2.3 if
?H 0int
? D 0 and ?H 00int D H 00int? D 0 (3.38)
then we have
m.U.h/; h/! ?.i  Hsys ˝ Iyk C Ih ˝HparCH 0int exp2   iH 00intH 0int/?
  i?H 0int exp1
  iH 00int   i exp1   iH 00intH 0int?
C.exp   iH 00int   I /
DW F as h! 0C:












for some V 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and self-adjoint operators C;D 2 B.h˝ k/. Therefore,
if H 0int and H 00int have the matrix form (3.39) then
F D
"
 i  Hsys C ˝e0;Hpare0˛ Ih   V  exp2. iD/V  iV  exp1. iD/










for some V 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and H 00int of the form as in (3.39).
To show that F given by (3.40) generates a unitary Markov-regular QS cocy-
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for some L 2 B.hI h˝ k/, self-adjoint H 2 B.h/, and unitary W 2 B.h˝ k/.
To do that, first note that L D  i exp1. iD/V , W D exp. iD/.
Now, for each 0 ¤ z 2 C we have exp1.z/ D 1z .ez   1/ which implies that
exp1.z/e z D 1z .ez   1/e z D exp1. z/. Thus, the holomorphic calculus yields
that






V  exp1.iD/ exp1. iD/V;
while the top-left entry of the matrix (3.40) containing V equals
 V  exp2. iD/V:
The last operator from the matrix (3.41) to determine is H . Note that simple
algebraic operations give us the following equalities
  1
2
exp1.ix/ exp1. ix/ D 1x2 .e
ixCe ix
2
  1/ D 1
x2
.cos x   1/,





.e ix C ix   1/ D 1
x2
.cos x   1/   i 1
x2
.sin x   x/;
and set sin1.x/ WDPn>1. 1/n x2n 1.2nC1/Š . Therefore,




Ih   iV  sin1.D/V:
Hence, Theorem 3.1.12 together with Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.14 imply
that XU.h/;ht converges in strong operator topology to the Markov-regular unitary
QS cocycle .XFt /t>0.
Remark 3.2.8. Note that the above example can be also obtained by Proposition
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3.1.22 if we take Gn.h/ such that its modification converges in norm to
G D
"







m.U.h/n; h/ D F
in norm, where F is of the form (3.40).
The next example is a generalisation of [10, Theorem 3.1]. The physical
description which we discuss below comes from [10, 2 Description of the Bipartite
Model], however in our case we don’t have to assume that the space of a single
particle is finite dimensional. In contrast to [10], to obtain a limit cocycle we
present a completely different technique than the one used in the proof of [10,
Theorem 3.1]. We show that [10, Theorem 3.1] can be obtained as a special case
of Proposition 3.1.16.
Example 3.2.9 (Bipartite model). Let S1 D .h1;H .1/sys / and S2 D .h2;H .2/sys /
be two quantum systems, and assume that they do not interact together. The
evolution of the quantum system S WD S1 C S2 with the state space h1 ˝ h2 is
therefore expressed by
Hsys D H .1/sys ˝ Ih2 C Ih1 ˝H .2/sys :
Let h WD h1 ˝ h2. Let S be coupled to the environment made of an infinite
chain of identical systems P D .yk;Hpar/, which is represented by a state space
‡.yk/. To describe the interaction between S and B, we use the quantum repeated
interactions model. Thus P interacts with S for a short time then stops, letting
the next to repeat the procedure, and so on. A single interaction between P
and S is described as follows; P interacts first with S1 during time h without
interacting with S2, then it stops and start interacting with system S2 without
interacting with S1 it happens for the length of time h and then stops. The
dynamics of the coupled system with the state space h ˝ yk is described by the
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following Hamiltonians, for the first interaction we have
H
.1/
tot .h/ WD H .1/sys ˝ Ih2 ˝ Iyk C Ih ˝Hpar CH .1/int .h/;
for the second one
H
.2/
tot .h/ WD Ih1 ˝H .2/sys ˝ Iyk C Ih1 ˝Hpar CH .2/int .h/;
where Hpar 2 B.yk/, H .1/int .h/ 2 B.h ˝ yk/ acts on h2 as an identity operator Ih2 ,
H
.2/
int .h/ 2 B.h˝ yk/ acts as Ih1 on h1. Each total Hamiltonian yield the unitary
evolutions
U1.h/ WD e ihH .1/tot .h/ and U2.h/ WD e ihH .2/tot .h/:
The combined evolution of the single interaction between S and a particle is given
by
V.h/ WD U2.h/U1.h/:
The sequence of interactions is described as before in quantum repreated interac-
tions, that is, we consider the sequence of unitary operators V.h/.n/
k
, which is the
ampliation of V.h/ to h ˝ yk˝n with the notation according to Definition 3.1.5.
The coupled evolution during the time Œ0; 2hn/ is given by
W.h/n WD V.h/.n/1   V.h/.n/n ;
and so the whole evolution is described by the family .W.h/n/n>1. To investigate































for some L 2 B.hI h˝ k/ which acts on h2 as Ih2 and M 2 B.h2I h2 ˝ k/ which
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acts on h1 as Ih1 . Therefore, by (3.31) we obtain that
m.U1.h/; h/! ?










  i?H .1/int    iH .1/int ? DW F1;
m.U2.h/; h/! ?










  i?H .2/int    iH .2/int ? DW F2
in norm as h! 0C. Note that
F W D F1 C F2 C F2F1 (3.42)
D
"






















Hence, Proposition 3.1.16 together with Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.14
yield that XU2.h/U1.h/;ht converges in the strong operator topology to the Markov-
regular unitary QS cocycle .XFt /t>0.
Now let us establish the result similar to [10, Theorem 3.2], that is, we would
like to find a Hamiltonian on h˝yk according to which the usual repeated quantum
interactions (described at the beginning of Section 3.2) lead us to the unitary
cocycle generated by F given in (3.42). To do that we compare the generator
F with the one which is usually obtained during repeated quantum interactions
(Example 3.2.5), see (3.33) and (3.31). We will also be able to identity the
interaction Hamiltonian which has been created by the environment between S1
and S2.
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Observe that
 M L   1
2
.M M C LL/ D 1
2
.LM  M L/   1
2
.M C L/ .LCM/:
Therefore we could obtain F by using the usual repeated quantum interaction
with the total Hamiltonian
H
.1/;.2/










H .1/;.2/sys D H .1/sys ˝ Ih2 C Ih1 ˝H .2/sys C
i
2





represents the interaction by the environment between S1 and S2.
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Random walks and thermalisation
In this chapter section we will again be using the quantum repeated interactions
model. However we assume that an infinite chain of identical systems is such that
each system in the chain is in a normal faithful state !. An interesting example is




however for ˇ to be well-defined we have to assume that e ˇHpar is a trace
class operator. The zero-temperature case, refers to the repeated interactions
which we considered before. By employing the Gelfand-Naimark theorem we
will investigate the limits of unitary evolutions, which, in contrast to the zero
temperature case, depend on the given faithful normal state. The first results
regarding such limits are due to Attal and Joye [5], where the noise space is
assumed to be finite dimensional and the approach is coordinate dependent. It
was generalised to infinite dimensional noise space by Belton in [18], where his
approach was coordinate free and mapping cocycles were mainly investigated.
Later, in [19] it was shown that the convergence result can be obtained even
with particles being in an arbitrary normal state. In our case the noise space is
infinite dimensional and the particle state is faithful and normal. We investigate
only operator processes. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on the
interaction Hamiltonians for the model to have a limit.
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4.1 Thermal states
Concrete GNS representation
Let  be a density matrix which acts on a separable Hilbert space K, that is,
 > 0;  12 2 HS.K/; Tr D 1
and assume that the corresponding normal state !WA! Tr.A/ is faithful. Fix








n D 1; 0 > 1 > : : : > 0:
Assume that the eigenvalue 0 is nondegenerate, so 0 > 1.
The injective normal unital *-homomorphism
 WB.K/! B.K˝ K/; .T / D T ˝ IK; (4.2)




n en˝ en 2 K˝K give a GNS representation
of .B.K/; !/; that is, !.A/ D h; .A/i for all A 2 B.K/.
Rotation
Here, we start with some important technicalities.
Let R 2 B.K ˝ K/ be a unitary operator such that R D e0 ˝ e0 and let
zR WD Ih ˝R be its ampliation.
Below we present an example of such a unitary operator.
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i ei ˝ ei
p
1   0 : (4.3)
Note that fe0˝e0; zg is an orthonormal set and  D ˛e0˝e0Cˇz, where ˛ D p0
and ˇ D p1   0. According to the orthogonal decomposition





where k WD K	 Ce0, let
R WD
266664
˛ ˇ 0 0
 ˇ ˛ 0 0
0 0 I 0
0 0 0 I
377775 ; (4.5)
where I represents the appropriate identity operator.













1CCCCA D e0 ˝ e0:
We will always emphasize whenever we will be using the operator R from
Example 4.1.1 instead of a general R which satisfies the condition
R D e0 ˝ e0:
Unless otherwise specified, we will be using a general R.
Definition 4.1.2. If h > 0 and G 2 B.h ˝ K ˝ K/ then the R-modification
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where ? D Ih ˝ je0 ˝ e0i he0 ˝ e0j and  WD Ih˝yk  ?.
Remark 4.1.3. Note that if yk D K ˝ K and its distinguished unit vector  D
e0 ˝ e0 then  defined above coincides with the one defined in (1.11) and
mR.G; h/ D m. zRG zR; h/;
Lemma 4.1.4. Let
G.h/ WD exp .AC
p
hB C hC/; (4.6)
where A, B, C 2 B.h˝ K˝ K/. We obtain that
mR.G.h/; h/
h!0C! ? zR.f .A;C /C g.A;B// zR?
C? zRf .A;B/ zRC zRf .A;B/ zR?
C. zR exp .A/ zR   I /
DW F
in norm, if and only if
E.exp.A/   I / zR D 0 D zR.exp.A/   I /E and Ef .A;B/E D 0; (4.7)
where



















for all X , Y 2 B.h˝ K˝ K/.
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Proof. Lemma 3.2.2 implies that
mR.G.h/; h/
h!0C! ? zR.f .A;C /C g.A;B// zR? C? zRf .A;B/ zR
C zRf .A;B/ zR? C zR.expA   I / zR
DWF
in norm, if and only if
? zR.exp.A/   I / zR D 0 D zR.exp.A/   I / zR? and ? zRf .A;B/ zR? D 0:
(4.8)
Now, note that the following holds:
 ? zR D  Ih ˝ je0 ˝ e0i  Ih ˝ hj D Ee0˝e0E ,
 zR? D  Ih ˝ ji  Ih ˝ he0 ˝ e0j D EEe0˝e0 .
Hence, the condition (4.8) if and only if (4.7) is satisfied.
Lemma 4.1.5. Let G.h/ be defined as in the preceding lemma.
If EA D AE D 0 and EBE D 0 then
mR.G.h/; h/
h!0C! ? zR.C C B exp2.A/B/ zR?
C ? zRB exp1.A/ zRC zR exp1.A/B zR?














Proof. Assume that EA D AE D 0. Then the first condition in (4.7) holds and
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 ? zRf .A;B/ D ? zRB exp1.A/,
 f .A;B/ zR? D exp1.A/B zR?,
 ? zRg.A;B/ zR? D ? zRB exp2.A/B zR?,














F D ? zR.C C B exp2.A/B/ zR?
C? zRB exp1.A/ zRC zR exp1.A/B zR?
C. zR exp .A/ zR   I /:
An immediate consequence from the preceding lemma is the following corol-
lary:
Corollary 4.1.6. Let G.h/ be defined as in Lemma 4.1.4. If A D 0 then we
obtain






zR? C? zRB zRC zRB zR?:
If instead we assume that B D 0 and EA D AE D 0 then
F D ? zRC zR? C. zR exp .A/ zR   I /:
4.2 Limit cocycles
In this section we investigate repeated quantum interaction when each particle
from the infinite chain is in a faithful normal state !. We consider different scal-
ing of the interaction Hamiltonians and so the corresponding random walks will
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converge to unitary QS cocycles, whose noises depend on the state !. Example
4.2.6 is a generalisation of the main result obtained by Attal and Joye in [5],
Example 4.2.12 generalises the work by Dhahri [38].
Weak coupling limits
As we mentioned by the end of Example 3.2.5, the interaction Hamiltonian to-
gether with the scaling, which are exploited there, correspond to a so-called typ-
ical renormalised dipole Hamiltonian which is often considered in the weak cou-
pling limit (van Hove limit). The notion of weak coupling limit was first studied
by van Hove [91]. The mathematical picture comes from the series of articles by
Davies [36], [37]. Briefly, in the weak coupling limit we assume that the interac-
tion between a quantum system and the environment is such that the influence
of the system on the environment is small [30, 3.3.1 Weak - coupling Limit]. In
this section we scale the interaction Hamiltonian in the same way as in Example
3.2.5, therefore we expect that it will correspond to a dipole Hamiltonian.
To obtain a more general picture we start with ‘particle’ operators defined on
K˝K, rather than ampliating the ones defined on K to K˝K. However, having the
ampliation, which appears naturally in repeated quantum interactions, when each
particle from the infinite chain is in a faithful normal state !, will be discussed
in detail in 4.2.6.
According to (3.29) we take




where yk is replaced by K˝ K, and so Hpar 2 B.K˝ K/ and Hint 2 B.h˝ K˝ K/.
The associated unitary evolution is naturally given by
U.h/ WD exp . ihHtot.h//: (4.10)
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? zRHint zRC zRHint zR?

(4.11)
in norm as h! 0C if and only if
EHintE D 0: (4.12)
Set
F WD  ? zR







  i? zRHint zR   i zRHint zR? (4.13)
Lemma 4.2.1. The Markov-regular QS cocycle with stochastic generator F de-
fined in (4.13) is unitary.
Proof. We want to show that the condition (1.23) is satisfied, that is,
F C F  C FF  D F C F  C F F D 0: (4.14)
Observe that
F C F  D  ? zRH 2int zR?:
Now we obtain
FF  D? zRHint zR zRHint zR?
D? zR

H 2int  Hint zR? zRHint
 zR?
D? zRH 2int zR?  ? zRHintEEHint zR?;
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and hence
FF  D? zRH 2int zR?  EHintE„ ƒ‚ …
D0
EHintE ˝ je0 ˝ e0i he0 ˝ e0j
D? zRH 2int zR?:
Similarly, F F D ? zRH 2int zR? and thus (4.14) holds.
Remark 4.2.2. Since the modification mR.U.h/; h/, where U.h/ is given by
(4.10), converges in norm to F defined as in (4.13), as h ! 0C, we will still be
able to apply the random walk approximation theorem, that is, Theorem 3.1.12
(bearing in mind that yk D K˝ K and the distinguished unit vector  D e0 ˝ e0)





k.X zRU.h/ zR;ht  XFt /xk D 0
for all x 2 h˝F .K˝K/	Ce0˝e0 and T 2 RC, where .XFt /t>0 is the unitary Markov-
regular QS cocycle with generator F .
In [5, Proposition 8], Attal and Joye show that the limit cocycle obtained via
their convergence theorem ([5, Theorem 7]) is quasifree (Definition 2.3.15), thus
the driving noises form a representation of the relevant CCR algebra.
However, in our case the limit cocycles are defined on h˝ F .K˝K/	Ce0˝e0 rather
than on h ˝ F .k˝Ce0/˚.Ce0˝k/, where k WD K 	 Ce0, how it was done in the
quasifree case. To solve this problem let us do the following; first observe that
we can decompose
K˝ K Š C˚ .k˚ k/˚ k˝ k; where k WD K	 Ce0: (4.15)
















according to this decomposition, then we can think about F as an element of
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B.h/ B.h˝ .k˚ k/I h/
B.hI h˝ .k˚ k// B.h˝ .k˚ k//
#
:
Hence, we can see that the QS cocycle generated by such F will be defined on
the desired space.
Furthermore, let us state the following necessary and sufficient condition to
obtain the cocycle’s generator to be of the form (4.16);
Lemma 4.2.3. The operator F given by (4.13) has the form (4.16) if and only
if Ec˝d zRHintE D 0 for all c; d 2 k.





 h˝ .k˚ k/:




 h˝ .k˚ k/ if and only if
. zRHint/.h˝ C/  h˝





im. zR?/ D h˝ C and .h˝ Ce0 ˝ e0/ D f0g:
Moreover, . zRHint/.h˝ C/  h˝

Ce0 ˝ e0 ˚ .k˚ k/

if and only if
im. zRHintE/ ? h˝ .k˝ k/:
Hence the required necessary and sufficient condition is that
Ec˝d zRHintE D 0
for all c; d 2 k.
Lemma 4.2.4. With R defined as in Example 4.1.1 and Hint self-adjoint, it holds
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where ˛ D p0, ˇ D p1   0, A, M , P are self-adjoint operators and B, C , D,
G, N are bounded operators defined according to the decomposition (4.4).







1CCCCA D 0 and










A B C  D
B E G H 
C G M N 
D H N P
377775 ; (4.18)
where A, E,M , P are self-adjoint operators and B, C , D, G, H , N are bounded
operators defined according to the decomposition (4.4).
Now, if Ec˝d zRHintE D 0 for all c; d 2 k then we obtain the following system of
equations to solve
 ˛ˇAC ˛2B   ˇ2B C ˛ˇE D 0;
˛D C ˇH D 0:
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Therefore, we can write the interaction Hamiltonian as
Hint D
266664
















where A, B, M , P are self-adjoint operators.
Moreover, if EHintE D 0 holds then we obtain that















Hence, Hint has the form (4.17).
Let us summarise the results in this section by stating the following proposition:
Proposition 4.2.5. Let U.h/ be a unitary operator defined as in (4.10) for all
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h > 0 and let R be the rotation from Example 4.1.1. It is sufficient to consider
Hint D
266664
0 0 C  0
0 0 G 0
C G 0 0
0 0 0 0
377775 ; (4.19)





k.X zRU.h/ zR;ht  XFt /xk D 0
for all x 2 h˝F .K˝K/	Ce0˝e0 and T 2 RC, where .XFt /t>0 is the unitary Markov-
regular QS cocycle with generator F of the form
F D















0.1   0/.C G CGC/C .1   0/GG

;
F 0C D  i
p
0C








Proof. According to (4.11)
mR.U.h/; h/! F
in norm, as h! 0C, where F is given by (4.13), if and only if
EHintE D 0:
Thus, if EHintE D 0 then Theorem 3.1.12 together with Lemma 3.1.13 and
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k.X zRU.h/ zR;ht  XFt /xk D 0
for all x 2 h˝ F .K˝K/	Ce0˝e0 and T 2 RC.
By Lemma 4.2.3 we know that F is of the form (4.16) if and only if
Ec˝d zRHintE D 0
for all c; d 2 k. By applying Lemma 4.2.4 we can write Hint explicitly in the
matrix form (4.17). Now, let us calculate all non-zero entries of F which as we
know has the matrix form
F D
264 F 00 F 0C 0FC0 0 0
0 0 0
375 ;
for some F 00 2 B.h/, F 0C 2 B.h˝ .k˚ k/I h/ and FC0 2 B.hI h˝ .k˚ k//.
Top left corner of the matrix is obtained as follows
F 00 D Ee0˝e0? zR

























0.1   0/.C G CGC/C .1   0/GG

:
Now let c; d 2 k, we arrive at
F 0CEcCd




 Cp1   0GEcCd :
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Therefore,
F 0C D  i
p
0C
 Cp1   0G
Similarly, we get that FC0 D  i
 p
0C Cp1   0G

.
Hence, it was sufficient to consider Hint of the form
Hint D
266664
0 0 C  0
0 0 G 0
C G 0 0
0 0 0 0
377775 ; (4.21)
where C;G 2 B.hI h˝ .k˚ k//.
The following example is the generalisation of [5, Theorem 7].
Example 4.2.6. Now, let us again consider a repeated quantum interactions
model. As we mentioned earlier, we assume that all the particles from an infinite
chain are in a normal faithful state !, induced by a density matrix  given by
(4.1). Therefore, we consider the same total Hamiltonian as in Example 3.2.5,
that is,
Htot.h/ WD Hsys ˝ IK C Ih ˝Hpar C 1p
h
Hint;
where Hsys 2 B.h/, Hpar 2 B.K/, and Hint 2 B.h ˝ K/. The associated unitary
evolution is given by





  iHsys ˝ IK   iIh ˝Hpar:
However, to include the state of each particle in the interaction we will involve
the GNS representation  defined in (4.2) and the unitary operator R 2 B.K˝K/






h.Hint ˝ IK C h
  iHsys ˝ IK˝K   iIh ˝Hpar ˝ IK
where z D idB.h/ ˝  is the ampliation of the representation  .
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iHsys ˝ IK˝K C iIh ˝Hpar ˝ IK C
1
2
H 2int ˝ IK

zR?
  i? zR .Hint ˝ IK/ zR   i zR .Hint ˝ IK/ zR?
DW F: (4.22)





for some V 2 B.hI h ˝ k/ and self-adjoint
operators A 2 B.h/, B 2 B.h˝ k/, where the matrix decomposition is due to the
identification K D Ce0 ˚ k.
Then, according to the decomposition (4.15),
Hint ˝ IK D
"










0 Œ 0 V˝Ik  B˝Ik
#
:
Caution: this is not the same 4  4 decomposition as in (4.4).
The expression E.Hint ˝ IK/E can be written as
E˛e0˝e0Cˇz
"














D˛2AC ˇ2Ez.B ˝ Ik/Ez ;






Let R be as in Example 4.1.1; we can write it according to the decomposition
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ˇˇˇzE 0 ˛ICz ˚ I.k˝k/	Cz
3775 : (4.23)
In particular, ICz D
ˇˇˇzE Dz ˇˇˇ, and so
zR D
264 ˛Ih 0 ˇE
z
0 Ih˝.k˚k/ 0
 ˇEz 0 ˛Ih˝Cz ˚ Ih˝..k˝k/	Cz/
375 : (4.24)
According to Lemma 4.2.3 the operator F given by (4.22) has the form (4.16) if





˛2AC ˇ2Ez.B ˝ Ik/Ez
˛V























.B ˝ Ik/Ez D 0:
Observe that we can write .B ˝ Ik/Ez in the following way:
E
z.B ˝ Ik/Ez C .B ˝ Ik/Ez  EzE
z.B ˝ Ik/Ez ; (4.25)
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which splits it according to the direct sum decomposition
h˝ Cz ˚ h˝ .k˝ k/	 Cz:
Since  ˛ˇEzA has its values in h˝ Cz then, according to (4.25),
.B ˝ Ik/Ez  EzE
z.B ˝ Ik/Ez D 0;
but this is true if B D 0 or the image of .B˝ Ik/Ez lies in h˝Cz. If B D 0 then




  h˝ Cz:
Then we have to check when
 ˛ˇEzAC ˛ˇEzE
z.B ˝ Ik/Ez D 0;
but this holds if and only if A D Ez.B ˝ Ik/Ez and, since by (4.2.6) we know
that A D  ˇ2
˛2
E
z.B ˝ Ik/Ez , then A D B D 0.





for some V 2 B.hI h˝ k/ then we can write
Hint ˝ IK with respect to the decomposition (4.4) as follows
Hint ˝ IK D
266664
0 0 C  0
0 0 G 0
C G 0 0










.V  ˝ Ik/Ez
#
.





k.X zRz.U.h// zR;ht  XFt /xk D 0
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for all x 2 h˝F .K˝K/	Ce0˝e0 and T 2 RC, where .XFt /t>0 is the unitary Markov-
regular QS cocycle with generator F having the form (4.16), where





V C .1   0/Ez.V V  ˝ Ik/Ez

;















Cp1   0 " 0
.V  ˝ Ik/Ez
#!
:
Example 4.2.7 (Bipartite model). In this example we consider a generalised
bipartite model (recall Example 3.2.9). Thus, according to Example 3.2.9 let us
consider
 H .1/tot .h/ WD H .1/sys ˝ Ih2˝K˝K C Ih ˝Hpar C 1phH
.1/
int ,









0 0 M  0
0 0 P  0
M P 0 0
0 0 0 0
377775 ;
where M;P 2 B.hI h˝ .k˚ k// are such that on h2 they act as Ih2 , and the
matrix decomposition is with respect to (4.4),





0 0 N  0
0 0 Q 0
N Q 0 0
0 0 0 0
377775 ;
where N;Q 2 B.hI h˝ .k˚ k// are such that on h1 they act as Ih1 .
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The associated unitary evolutions are given by
U1.h/ WD exp . ihH .1/tot .h// and U2.h/ WD exp . ihH .2/tot .h//:



























  i? zRH .2/int zR   i zRH .2/int zR?
DW G:
By Proposition 3.1.16 the random walk X
zRU2.h/U1.h/ zR
t converges (in the sense as
in Proposition 3.1.16 ) to the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator F CGC
FG. It is easy to check that F CG CGF satisfies the conditions (1.23) and
therefore it generates a unitary cocycle. Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.14 yield
that the convergence of the random walk X
zRU2.h/U1.h/ zR
t is in particular a strong
convergence, locally uniform in time t . Moreover,
GF D  ? zRH .2/int zR zRH .1/int zR?:









where the matrix form is taken with respect to (4.15).
According to [10, 5 Thermal Environment] it is natural consider the bipartite
model, which we described in Example 3.2.9, in the setting when each of the
particles in an infinite chain are in a normal faithful state !, induced by a den-
sity matrix  given by (4.1). The working below gives an appropriate description;
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Let
 H .1/tot .h/ WD H .1/sys ˝ Ih2˝K C Ih ˝Hpar C 1phH
.1/
int ,









for some M 2
B.hI h˝ k/ such that M acts on h2 as Ih2 ,





for some N 2 B.hI h˝ k/ such that
N acts on h1 as Ih1 .
The associated unitary evolutions are given by
U1.h/ WD exp . ihH .1/tot .h// and U2.h/ WD exp . ihH .2/tot .h//
we obtain that the random walk X
zRz.U2.h//z.U1.h// zR
t converges in the strong op-
erator topology to the unitary cocycle with the generator given by












  i? zR.H .1/int ˝ IK/ zR   i zR.H .1/int ˝ IK/ zR?;
G D ? zR









  i? zR.H .2/int ˝ IK/ zR   i zR.H .2/int ˝ IK/ zR?:
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where the matrix form is with respect to the decomposition (4.15).
Low density limits
Here, we again discuss repeated quantum interaction model when the incoming
particles are in the same faithful normal state. However, in contrast to weak
coupling limits we let this state depend on h.
The interaction Hamiltonian together with the scaling in Example 3.2.6 are
typical for the density limit [1]. The density limit is usually considered when an
interaction corresponds to the preservation term (generalised number operator).
For more details on a density limit including the physical interpretation we refer
the reader to [1]. Here, we scale the interaction Hamiltonian in the same way as
in Example 3.2.5, therefore we expect that it will correspond to the density limit.
Let R be the rotation from Example 4.1.1, that is,
R WD
266664
˛ ˇ 0 0
 ˇ ˛ 0 0
0 0 I 0
0 0 0 I
377775 2 B.K˝ K/;
where ˛ D p0 and ˇ D p1   0 and the matrix decomposition is taken with
respect to (4.4). Denote zR WD Ih ˝R.
Theorem 4.2.8. For h > 0, let
G.h/ D exp.AC hC/;




j D o.h/ as h! 0C (4.28)
and
?A D 0 D A? (4.29)
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then
mR.G.h/; h/! .eA   I /C?C? (4.30)
in norm, as h! 0C.
Proof. First note that Lemma 3.2.1 implies
mR.G.h/; h/ D1
h
? zR.eA   I / zR?
C 1p
h
? zR.eA   I / zRC 1p
h
 zR.eA   I / zR?
C zR.eA   I / zRC? zRf .A;C / zR?
Co.1/ as h! 0C;
where f .A;C / DP1nD1 1nŠPn 1jD0AjCAn 1 j .
Now note that













and since ˇ2 D o.h/ as h! 0C then
1p
h

















.?  ? zR/! 0
in norm, as h ! 0C. Furthermore, since zR   I is a normal operator, by the
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spectral radius formula, its norm equals
k zR   Ik DmaxfjjW 2 . zR   I g
DmaxfjjW .   ˛1/.   ˛ C 1/C ˇ2 D 0g
Dmax j˛   1˙ iˇj
D
p
.˛   1/2 C ˇ2
D2.1   ˛/:
In particular, if (4.28) holds then zR! I in norm, as h! 0C.
Moreover, if (4.29) holds then
?.eA   I / D 0 D .eA   I /?






























 zR.eA   I / zR? D lim
h!0C




Thus, under assumptions (4.28) and (4.29),
mR.G.h/; h/! .eA   I /C?f .A;C /? D .eA   I /C?C?
in norm, as h! 0C.
Define




for all h > 0, where Hsys 2 B.h/, Hpar 2 B.K˝ K/ and Hint 2 B.h˝ K˝ K/ are
self-adjoint.
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The associated unitary evolution is given by
U.h/ WD exp . ihHtot.h// D exp
  ih  Hsys ˝ IK˝K C Ih ˝Hpar   iHint:
Corollary 4.2.9. We have
mR.U.h/; h/!  i?
 
Hsys ˝ IK˝K C Ih ˝Hpar

? C.exp. iHint/   I /




j D o.h/ as h! 0C (4.31)
and
?Hint D 0 D Hint?: (4.32)
Proof. It is an immediate consequence from the preceding theorem with A D
 iHint and C D  i
 




F WD   i?  Hsys ˝ IK˝K C Ih ˝Hpar? C.exp. iHint/   I /: (4.33)
Theen the QS cocycle with stochastic generator F is unitary.
Proof. Again, we will verify the conditions (1.23). First note that for an arbitrary
unitary operator U we have
U C U    2I D .U   I /.I   U /:
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Now,
F C F  C FF  D .exp. iHint/C exp.iHint/   2I /
C.exp. iHint/   I /.exp.iHint/   I /
D .exp. iHint/   I / .I   exp.iHint//
C.exp. iHint/   I /.exp.iHint/   I / D 0:
Similarly, F C F  C F F D 0.
Example 4.2.11. According to Example 3.2.6 we consider




where Hsys 2 B.h/, Hpar 2 B.K/, and Hint 2 B.h ˝ K/. The associated unitary
evolution is defined by
U.h/ WD e ihHtot.h/:
If
?.Hint ˝ IK/ D .Hint ˝ IK/? D 0 (4.34)
then by Corollary 4.2.9 we obtain
mR.z.U.h//; h/!  i?
 
Hsys ˝ IK˝K C Ih ˝Hpar ˝ IK

?
C.exp. iHint/˝ IK   Ih˝K˝K/ DW F
in norm as h! 0C.





for some V 2 B.hI h ˝ k/ and self-
adjoint A 2 B.h/, D 2 B.h˝ k/, where the matrix decomposition is due to the
identification K D Ce0 ˚ k. Then according to the decomposition (4.15)
Hint ˝ IK D
"










0 Œ 0 V˝Ik  D˝Ik
#
:
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Hence,
F D






Example 4.2.12. In [38] Dhahri considers the repeated quantum interactions
model, such that the system S D .h;Hsys/ interacts with a chain of particles
represented by the state space
N
n>0CnC1, so that the Hamiltonian of each piece
of the chain is Hpar 2 B.CnC1/. The associated total Hamiltonian defined on
h˝ CnC1 is given by
Htot.h/ WD Hsys ˝ ICnC1 C Ih ˝Hpar C 1
h
Hint





for some self-adjoint D 2 B.h˝ Cn/. The







where ˇT > 0,  < 0, N DPniD0 i jeii hei j and Hpar DPniD0 ˛i jeii hei j for some
real numbers ˛i .
Let h > 0 to obtain the random walk convergence the assumption eˇT D h2










where  D eˇt. Since
ˇ D 1   0 D  CO.2/
if  is chosen such that  D o.h/ then (4.28) holds and we can apply Theorem
4.2.8.
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4.3 Conditional expectation
Random walk approximation involving conditional expectations was first intro-
duced by Belton in [18] to obtain QS cocycles whose generators depend on a
thermal state. One of the advantages of this approximation technique, which is
related to work that we have done in the previous section, is the simplification
of Example 4.2.6; to obtain the same result we will have to verify a condition at
the level of h˝ K, rather than h˝ K˝ K.
Definition 4.3.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and let A0 be a C*-subalgebra of A.
A conditional expectation is an idempotent map from A to A of norm one and
range A0.
Although, it is equivalent (see [22, Definition I.6.10.1; II.6.10.2 Theorem p. 132])
to say that a conditional expectation d WA ! A0 is a completely positive con-
traction such that
 d.a0/ D a0 for all a0 2 A0,
 d.a0a/ D a0d.a/ for all a0 2 A0 and all a 2 A,
 d.aa0/ D d.a/a0 for all a0 2 A0 and all a 2 A.
Let .M; / be a quantum probability space, that is,M is a von Neumann algebra
and  is a normal faithful state. Let d WM!M0 be a conditional expectation,
whereM0 is a C*-subalgebra ofM. Assume that d preserves the state , that is,
 ı d D , then d is ultraweakly continuous and M0 is a von Neumann algebra
([84, p. 251]).
Example 4.3.2. Let .M; / be a quantum probability space. The identity map
idM is a conditional expectation that preserves , and so is the map a 7! .a/1M.
Notation 4.3.3. Set ı WD idB.h/ ˝ d , where d WB.K/ ! M0  B.K/ is a
conditional expectation that preserves !. Then ı is a conditional expectation
onto B.h/ ˝M0 which preserves z! WD idB.h/ ˝ !. Furthermore,
 ı.A˝ IK/ D A˝ IK,
 ı.T1ı.T2// D ı.ı.T1/T2/,
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 z!.ı.T1/T2/ D z!.T1ı.T2//,
 z!..A˝ IK/T / D Az!.T /, for all A 2 B.h/, T , T1 and T2 2 B.h˝ K/.
Example 4.3.4. Define the diagonal map ıeWB.h˝ K/! B.h˝ K/ given by
ıe.T / D .Ih ˝ S/.T ˝ IK/.Ih ˝ S/;
where S is the Schur isometry S 2 B.KIK˝K/, that is, Sej D ej ˝ ej for all j .







ıe is the unique lifting of the conditional expectation onto De that preserves !.




hek; Seki jeki hekj
for each S 2 B.K/.
Definition 4.3.5. If h > 0 and G 2 B.h˝ K/ then the d -modification md .G; h/
is defined by setting









where ı? WD idB.h˝K/   ı.
The next theorem is a special case of [18, Theorem 3 p. 324]. We present a
slightly different approach.




If f , g 2 L2.RC; .K ˝ K/ 	 C.e0 ˝ e0// are right-continuous step functions





E".f / X zRz.G.h// zR;ht  X‰.F /t E".g/ D 0;
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where X‰.F / D .X‰.F /t / is a Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
‰.F / WD ? zRz.F / zR? C zR.z ı ı?/.F / zR? C? zR.z ı ı?/.F / zR:
(4.36)
Proof. First note that G.h/   Ih˝K D .hı C
p
hı?/md .G.h/; h/ for all h > 0.
The identity z! ı ı D z! implies that
1
h
? zR.z.G.h//   Ih˝K˝K/ zR?
D 1
h














D z! .md .G.h/; h//Ee0˝e0Ee0˝e0
D ? zRz.md .G.h/; h// zR?;
1p
h
 zR.z.G.h//   Ih˝K˝K/ zR? D  zRz..
p
hı C ı?/.md .G.h/; h// zR?;
1p
h
? zR.z.G.h//   Ih˝K˝K/ zR D ? zRz..
p
hı C ı?/.md .G.h/; h// zR;
 zR.z.G.h//   Ih˝K˝K/ zR D  zRz..hı C
p
hı?/.md .G.h/; h// zR:
Set ‚ WD md .G.h/; h/   F then
m. zRz.G.h// zR; h/  ‰.F / D ? zRz.‚/ zR? C zR.z ı ı?/.‚/ zR?
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where
r.G.h// WD  zR.z ı ı/.md .G.h/; h// zR? C? zR.z ı ı/.md .G.h/; h// zR
C zRz.
p
hı C ı?/.md .G.h/; h// zR:
Therefore, the result follows by Theorem 3.1.12.
Example 4.3.7. According to Example 3.2.5 we take
Htot.h/ WD Hsys ˝ IK C Ih ˝Hpar C 1p
h
Hint;
where Hsys 2 B.h/, Hpar 2 B.K/, and Hint 2 B.h ˝ K/. The associated unitary
evolution is given by





  iHsys ˝ IK   iIh ˝Hpar:






















‰.F / WD ? zRz.F / zR? C zR.z ı ı?e /.F / zR? C? zR.z ı ı?e /.F / zR:
We show that
‰.F /C‰.F / C‰.F /‰.F / D ‰.F /C‰.F / C‰.F /‰.F / D 0
and so by Theorem 1.2.32 ‰.F / generates the Markov-regular unitary QS cocycle
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generated. First note that
‰.F /C‰.F / C‰.F /‰.F /
D? zRz.F C F / zR? C? zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR?:
Now since z!.T / D E z.T /E for each T 2 B.K/, and z! ı ıe D z! we obtain
? zRz.F C F / zR? C? zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR?
D ? zR.H 2int ˝ IK/ zR? C? zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR?:
We can write  as I  ? so
 ? zR.H 2int ˝ IK/ zR? C? zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR?
D ? zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR? zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR?;
but
? zR.Hint ˝ IK/ zR? D Ee0˝e0E.Hint ˝ IK/EEe0˝e0
and as we shown in Example 4.2.6
E.Hint ˝ IK/E D 0
for Hint of the form (4.37). Thus, ‰.F / C ‰.F / C ‰.F /‰.F / D 0, and
similarly by repeating the above arguments in the different order
‰.F /C‰.F / C‰.F /‰.F / D 0:
Hence, Theorem 4.3.6 together with Lemma 3.1.13 and Lemma 3.1.14 imply that
X
zRz.U.h// zR;h
t ! X‰.F /t
in the strong operator topology as h! 0, uniformly in t 2 Œ0; T , where X‰.F / D
.X
‰.F /
t / is the unitary Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator ‰.F /.
Now let R be the rotation from Example 4.1.1. Again, by using the argument
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that z!.T / D E z.T /E for each T 2 B.K/, and z! ı ıe D z! we obtain





V C .1   0/Ez.V V  ˝ Ik/Ez

;
? zR.z ı ı?e /.F / zR D  i
h p
0V
 p1   0Ez.V ˝ Ik/
i
;
 zR.z ı ı?e /.F / zR? D  i
" p
0Vp
1   0.V  ˝ Ik/Ez
#
:
Therefore, the limit cocycle coincides with the one in Example 4.2.6.
Similarly, to Proposition 3.1.16, we can consider the products of random walks.
Theorem 4.3.8. Let
G1W .0;1/! B.h˝ K/; G2W .0;1/! B.h˝ K/
and let F1 2 B.h˝ K/, F2 2 B.h˝ K/ be such that
md .G1.h/; h/




If f , g 2 L2.RCI .K ˝ K/ 	 C.e0 ˝ e0// are right-continuous step functions





E".f / X zRz.G1.h/G2.h// zR;ht  X‰.F /t E".g/ D 0;
where X‰.F / D .X‰.F /t / is a Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
‰.F / WD? zRz.F / zR? C zR.z ı ı?/.F / zR?
C? zR.z ı ı?/.F / zR
and F WDF1 C F2 C ı.ı?.F1/ı?.F2//: (4.38)
Proof. It is sufficient to show thatmd .G1.h/G2.h/; h/
h!0C! F1CF2Cı.ı?.F1/ı?.F2//.
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..G1.h/   I /.G2.h/   I //















ı?.G1.h/   I /ı?.G2.h/   I /
C 1
h
ı .G1.h/   I / ı .G2.h/   I /
D ı  ı?.md .G1.h/; h//ı?.md .G2.h/; h//C hı .md .G1.h; h// ı .md .G2.h; h//















ı?.G1.h/   I /ı?.G2.h/   I /
C 1p
h
ı .G1.h/   I / ı? .G2.h/   I /
C 1p
h





ı?.md .G1.h/; h//ı?.md .G2.h/; h//

C h  ı.md .G1.h/; h//ı?.md .G2.h/; h//C ı?.md .G1.h/; h//ı.md .G2.h/; h//
!0 as h! 0C:
Therefore,
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and the result follows by Theorem 4.3.6.
Corollary 4.3.9. Let
G1W .0;1/! B.h˝ K/; G2W .0;1/! B.h˝ K/
and let F1, F2 2 B.h˝ K/ be such that
md .G1.h/; h/









E".f / X zRz.G1.h/ zR;ht X zRz.G2.h/ zR;ht  X‰.F /t E".g/ D 0;
for all right-continuous step functions f , g 2 L2.RCI .K˝ K/	C.e0˝ e0// and
T 2 RC, where X‰.F / D .X‰.F /t / is a Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
(4.38).
Proof. The follows the same argument given for Corollary 3.1.18.
Example 4.3.10. Similarly to Example 4.2.7 ,let
 H .1/tot .h/ WD H .1/sys ˝ Ih2˝K C Ih ˝Hpar C 1phH
.1/
int ,









for some M 2
B.hI h˝ k/ which acts on h2 as Ih2 ,





for some N 2 B.hI h˝k/ which acts
on h1 on Ih1 .
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The associated unitary evolutions are given by
U1.h/ WD exp . ihH .1/tot .h// and U2.h/ WD exp . ihH .2/tot .h//:
By Example 4.3.7 we obtain
mde.U1.h/; h/
h!0C! F1 WD   ıe
















h!0C! F2 WD   ıe














Applying Theorem 4.3.8 we obtain that
X
zRz.U1.h/U2.h// zR;h
t ! X‰.F /t
strongly as h ! 0C, uniformly in t 2 Œ0; T , where X‰.F / D .X‰.F /t /t>0 is the
Markov-regular unitary QS cocycle with generator
‰.F / WD ? zRz.F / zR? C zR.z ı ı?e /.F / zR?
C? zR.z ı ı?e /.F / zR
and F WD F1 C F2 C ıe.ı?e .F1/ı?e .F2//:
Now, let R be the rotation from Example 4.1.1. Observe that
‰.F / D ‰.F1/C‰.F2/C‰.ıe.ı?e .F1/ı?e .F2///;
and for i 2 f1; 2g the form of ‰.Fi/ is as in Example 4.3.7.
Since z!.T / D E z.T /E for each T 2 B.K/, and z! ı ıe D z! the correction
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where the matrix form is with respect to the decomposition (4.15). Therefore as
we would expect, the result agrees with Example 4.2.7.
Proposition 4.3.11. Let F 2 B.h˝ K/ and let GnW .0;1/ ! B.h˝ yk/ be such
that
md .Gn.h/; h//! F
n
in norm, as h! 0C, for all n 2 N.
If f , g 2 L2.RC; .K˝ K/	 C.e0 ˝ e0// are right-continuous step functions and





E".f / X zRz.Gn.h/n/ zR;ht  X‰.H/t E".g/ D 0;
where X‰.H/ D .X‰.H/t / is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
‰.H/ WD? zRz.H/ zR? C zR.z ı ı?/.H/ zR?
C? zR.z ı ı?/.H/ zR;







Proof. Induction yields that
md .Gn.h/
n; h/













By applying Theorem 4.3.6 we obtain that if f , g 2 L2.RC; .K˝K/	C.e0˝e0//





E".f / X zRz.Gn.h/n/ zR;ht  X‰.Hn/t E".g/ D 0;
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where
‰.Hn/ WD ? zRz.Hn/ zR? C zR.z ı ı?/.Hn/ zR?
C? zR.z ı ı?/.Hn/ zR:
Since Hn converges in norm to H as n ! 1, we get that ‰.Hn/ converges in
norm to ‰.H/ as n!1. We end the proof by applying Proposition 1.2.29.
4.4 Compressed walks
In this section we construct random walks such that no special condition on
the interaction Hamiltonian (stated in Remark 4.2.2) will have to be assumed
to obtain convergence to the cocycles defined on h ˝ F .k˝Ce0/˚.Ce0˝k/, where
k WD K	 Ce0.
Let us recall that the embedding map J n
h
WK! Fk
Œhn;h.nC1// is given by
˛e0 C c 7! ˛Œhn;h.nC1// C 1p
h
c1Œhn;h.nC1//;
for all n 2 N0, ˛ 2 C and c 2 k.
We denote J
n
h the similar embedding which maps K to FkŒhn;h.nC1// for all n 2 N0.
By modifying Definition 3.1.6 we define a quantum random walk which embeds
into h˝ Fk˚k.
Definition 4.4.1. If h > 0 and G 2 B.h˝K˝K/ then the compressed embedded
quantum random walk with generator G and step size h is the operator process
.Y
G;h


























for n > 1
if t 2 Œnh; .nC 1/h/, for all t 2 RC.
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Remark 4.4.2. According to (4.15) we can decompose
K˝ K Š C˚ .k˚ k/˚ .k˝ k/:
Let us define an isometry QW h˝ .C˚ .k˚ k//! h˝ K˝ K by setting
Q
 
u˝   ˛cCd  D u˝ ˛e0 ˝ e0 C c ˝ e0 C e0 ˝ d
for all ˛ 2 C, c, d 2 k.




in norm, where mR.G.h/; h/ is defined as in (4.1.2).





E".f / Y zRG.h/ zR;ht  XQFQt E".g/ D 0;
where XQFQ D .XQFQt /t>0 is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator
QFQ.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is analogous to Theorem 3.1.12. Therefore, we






for all c, c0, d and d 0 2 k.
For simplicity denote yx WD e0 C x and1x C y WD   1xCy  2 C˚ .k˚ k/ for all
x; y 2 k.
Now, let t 2 RC, let c, c0, d and d 0 2 k and let h > 0. Then t 2 Œnh; .nC1/h/
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. zRG.h/ zR/.n/1    . zRG.h/ zR/.n/n Ebphc0˝bph d 0˝n :
Since
D
".cŒhn;t/ C dŒhn;t//; ".c0Œhn;t/ C d 0Œhn;t//
E
! 1 as h ! 0C and by applying











bphc˝bph d zRG.h/ zREbphc0˝bph d 0n ;




bphc˝bph d D Ee0˝e0Cc˝e0Ce0˝dCphc˝d .? Cph/ (4.41)
and by taking the adjoint we obtain
Ebphc˝bph d D .? Cph/Ee0˝e0Cc˝e0Ce0˝dCphc˝d : (4.42)
Similarly
Ee0˝e0Cc˝e0Ce0˝d D EbcCdQ
Ee0˝e0Cc˝e0Ce0˝d D QEbcCd : (4.43)
Note that
E
bphc˝bph d zRG.h/ zREbphc0˝bph d 0
DEbphc˝bph d  zRG.h/ zR   Ih˝K˝KEbphc0˝bph d 0 C Ih C h Dc C d; c0 C d 0E Ih
C o.h/ as h! 0C:
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Now consider the first term of the above sum:
DEbphc˝bph d  zRG.h/ zR   Ih˝K˝KEbphc0˝bph d 0
DEbphc˝bph d .ph? C/mR.G.h/; h/.ph? C/Ebphc0˝bph d 0
DEbphc˝bph d .ph? C/.F C o.1//.ph? C/Ebphc0˝bph d 0 as h! 0C:
By applying (4.41) and (4.42) we obtain
E














C o.h/ as h! 0C:









bcCdQFQEbc0Cd 0C o.h/ as h! 0C:
Hence,
E
















bcCdQFQEbc0Cd 0 C Dc C d; c0 C d 0E Ih/
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Convergence for arbitrary right-continuous step functions f , g 2 L2.RCI k˚ k/
and its uniformity on the bounded intervals of RC holds and can be verified
analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.1.12.
Example 4.4.4 (Weak coupling limits). According to Section 4.2 we define
U.h/ WD exp . ihHtot.h//;
where







0 0 C  0
0 0 G 0
C G 0 0
0 0 0 0
377775
for some C;G 2 B.hI h˝ .k˚ k// and k WD K	 Ce0.
Then mR.U.h/; h/
h!0C! F in norm, where
F WD  ? zR







  i? zRHint zR   i zRHint zR?






in the strong operator topology, as h! 0C, locally uniformly in t .
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B.h/ B.h˝ .k˚ k/I h/















0.1   0/.C G CGC/C .1   0/GG

;
F 0C D  i
p
0C








An interesting special case of the above approximation can be obtained analo-
gously to Example 4.2.6, that is, instead of considering the ‘particle’ operators















V C .1   0/Ez.V V  ˝ Ik/Ez

;















Cp1   0 " 0
.V  ˝ Ik/Ez
#!
:
for some V 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and self-adjoint Hsys 2 B.h/, Hpar 2 B.k/.
Combining the preceding theorem and Theorem 4.3.6 we obtain
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Corollary 4.4.5. Let GW .0;1/! B.h˝ K/, and let F 2 B.h˝ K/ be such that
md .G.h/; h/
h!0C! F (4.46)
in norm, where md .G.h/; h/ is defined as in (4.3.5).





E".f / Y zRz.G.h// zR;ht  XQ‰.F /Qt E".g/ D 0;
where XQ‰.F /Q D .XQ‰.F /Qt /t>0 is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with gener-
ator Q‰.F /Q and ‰.F / is given by (4.36).
Equipped with Theorem 4.4.3 we can proof the analogous result to Theorem
4.3.8 and Proposition 4.3.11:
Proposition 4.4.6. Let
G1W .0;1/! B.h˝ K/ and G2W .0;1/! B.h˝ K/
and let F1 2 B.h˝ K/, F2 2 B.h˝ K/ be such that
md .G1.h/; h/









E".f / Y zRz.G1.h/G2.h/ zR;ht  XQ‰.F /Qt E".g/ D 0;
where XQ‰.F /Q D .XQ‰.F /Qt /t>0 is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with ‰.F /
given by (4.38).
Proposition 4.4.7. Let F 2 B.h ˝ K/ and let GnW .0;1/ ! B.h ˝ yk/ be such
that
md .Gn.h/; h//! F
n
in norm, as h! 0C, for all n 2 N.
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E".f / X zRz.Gn.h/n/ zR;ht  XQ‰.H/Qt E".g/ D 0;
where XQ‰.H/Q D .XQ‰.H/Qt /t>0 is the Markov-regular QS cocycle with gener-
ator Q‰.H/Q,
‰.H/ WD? zRz.H/ zR? C zR.z ı ı?/.H/ zR?
C? zR.z ı ı?/.H/ zR;










In [5, Proposition 8, p. 278] Attal and Joye showed that the quantum stochastic
cocycle (or equivalently the strong solution of the constant coefficient QSDE)
obtained in [5, Theorem 7, p. 272] induces a non-Fock quasifree representation of
the CCR algebra. Motivated by their work we generalise their result by giving the
necessary and sufficient conditions when QS cocycles (obtained as a continuous-
time limit from repeated interactions) induces quasifree representations of the
CCR algebra. In contrast to [5], we obtain the representations which induce a
gauge-invariant quasifree state, as well as, a squeezed quasifree state.
5.1 Transpose lemma
Let k be a Hilbert space. Denote by Uk the isomorphism jui hvj 7! u˝v between
HS.k/ and k ˝ k. The Hilbert space HS.k/ is also isomorphic to k ˝ k, the
isomorphism UkWHS.k/! k˝ k is such that Uk.jui hvj/ D v ˝ u for all u, v 2 k.
Lemma 5.1.1. For any M 2 B.hI h ˝ k/ and N 2 B.hI h ˝ k/ we have the
following equalities:
1. .M  ˝ Ik/Ex D

Ih ˝ U  1k .x/

M c








3. .N  ˝ Ik/.Ih ˝…/Ex D
 
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for all x 2 k˝ k, where … is the tensor flip on k˝ k.
Proof. Let c; d 2 k and u 2 h. By Lemma 2.1.8 we have that M Ec D EcM c,
which gives (1) when x is a simple tensor. The general case follows by taking
limits. We obtain the identity (2) by taking the adjoint of (1). The proofs of (3)
and (4) are analogous.
Remark 5.1.2. Since M 2 B.hI h˝ k/ then MEu 2 HS.CI h˝ k/ for all u 2 h.
Therefore, M 2 Mat.M;H/C;k according to the notation used in (2.4) and by
Definition 2.1.5 the partial transposeMT exists and so is the associated conjugate
M c D .MT/. Hence, we don’t have to make an extra assumptions associating
our operators with Mat.M;H/C;k.
Example 5.1.3. Let z be a unit vector defined in (4.3). Then by the preceding
lemma, for any M 2 B.h; h˝ k/ we obtain








i jeii hei j
!
M c:
where N 2 N [ f1g.
5.2 Quasifree setup
According to Example 4.4.4 the unitary QS cocycle XF which we obtained









B.h/ B.h˝ .k˚ k/I h/
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where











0.1   0/.C G CGC/C .1   0/GG

;
F 0C D  i
p
0C








In Example 4.4.4 we have also emphasized the special case of XF , obtained from
the natural setup of repeated quantum interactions. The corresponding generator
is given by F as in (5.1), where





V C .1   0/Ez.V V  ˝ Ik/Ez

;















Cp1   0 " 0
.V  ˝ Ik/Ez
#!
:
for some V 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and self-adjoint Hsys 2 B.h/, Hpar 2 B.k/.
The results in this section will answer the question when the generators F
defined in (5.1) with matrix coefficients as in (5.2) or (5.3) can be written in
the form (2.30), and therefore when the unitary QS cocycle XF is a †-quasifree
cocycle (Definition 2.3.15).
Remark 5.2.1. Recall that j W k ! k stands for the conjugation, that is, it is




I C T 2 0
0 jTj 
#
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for some M , R 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and N , S 2 B.hI h˝ k/.
If
 H D Hsys C !.Hpar/Ih,




I C T 2

L,
 p0N Cp1   0S D  
 
Ih ˝ jTj 

Lc for some L 2 B.h; h˝ k/,
then the unitary Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator F is quasifree with
covariance IL2.RC/ ˝Z.









0M Cp1   0Rp


















































 Cp1   0R p0N  Cp1   0S
i " p0M Cp1   0Rp













Hence, we obtain that












Therefore by virtue of Corollary 2.3.18, the unitary QS cocycle with generator
(5.1) is †T -quasifree.
All the remaining results in this chapter will exploit Corollary 2.3.18.













i˛i jeii hei j
3775








be as in (5.3), where Hsys 2 B.h/ and
Hpar 2 B.K/ are self-adjoint, and V 2 B.hI h˝ k/.
Then the unitary Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator F is quasifree
with convariance IL2.RC/ ˝Z if and only if
V D  i Ih ˝ NX
iD1
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for some L 2 B.h; h˝ k/ and ˛n D 1p0 n for each n > 1.
Proof. According to the notation used in Theorem 5.2.2, V D iM , N D R D 0
and by applying Lemma 5.1.1







i jeii hei j
!
M c:







I C T 2

Lp
1   0S D  
 
Ih ˝ jTj 

Lc
if and only if M D .Ih˝P
i>1
˛i jeii hei j/L for some L 2 B.h; h˝ k/ and a sequence













I C T 2

Lp
1   0S D  
 
Ih ˝ jTj 

Lc
if and only if
V D  iM D  i Ih ˝ NX
iD1




 ˛n D 1p0 n and
 T DPNiD1 pip0 i jeii hei j.
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Note that T DPNiD1 pip0 i jeii hei j is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator.
Example 5.2.4. Let k D C and the covariance be induced by a number  such
that 2 > 1 and
2 D 2 C 2 and 2   2 D 1;
where  and  are positive real numbers. According to Theorem 2.2.3 we obtain
a representation of CCR.FC/
wf 7! W.f / WD W0.f /˚W0. f /
and a gaug-invariant quasifree state ' given by
'.wf / D h;W.f /i D e  122kf k2 :
Now, by applying the preceding corollary, to calculate  we will have to solve the
following system of equations8<:0˛2 C .1   0/˛2 D 20˛2   .1   0/˛2 D 1 ;















I C T 2U cosh .D/  pI C T 2UK sinh .D/j 
 jT UK sinh .D/ jT U cosh .D/j 
#
be as in Example 2.2.5 for some positive operators D, T 2 B.k/, unitary U 2 B.k/
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be as in (5.2), where Hsys 2 B.h/










for some M ,
R 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and N , S 2 B.hI h˝ k/.
If
 H D Hsys C !.Hpar/Ih.

 p
0M Cp1   0R











0N Cp1   0S
 D    Ih ˝ jT UK sinh .D/L
   Ih ˝ jT U cosh .D/j Lc
for some L 2 B.h; h˝ k/, then the unitary Markov-regular QS cocycle with gen-
erator F is quasifree with convariance IL2.RC/ ˝Z.
Proof. Let M , N , R and S be as claimed in the theorem and take an arbitrary


























I C T 2UK sinh .D/j 

Lc






I C T 2U cosh .D/  pI C T 2UK sinh .D/j 






By simple algebraic operations we can show that the other entries of the matrix
in (5.1) have the desired form.





0˛i jeii hei j  PNiD1p0ˇiK jeii hei j j 
 j PNiD1piˇiK jeii hei j j PNiD1pi˛i jeii hei j j 
#
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be as in (5.3), where
Hsys 2 B.h/ and Hpar 2 B.K/ are self-adjoint, and V 2 B.hI h˝ k/.
Then the unitary Markov-regular QS cocycle with generator F is quasifree













ˇiK jeii hei j j 
!
Lc




 j˛nj > 1p0 n , jˇnj > 0,
 j˛nj2   jˇnj2 D 10 n for each n.
Proof. According to the notation used in Theorem 5.2.5, the above V D iM ,
N D R D 0 and by applying Lemma 5.1.1











 T WDPi>1 ci jeii hei j, where each ci > 0,
 D DPi>1 jdi j jeii hei j, where fdng 2 `1,













I C T 2UK sinh .D/j 

Lcp
1   0S D  
 
Ih ˝ jT UK sinh .D/

L    Ih ˝ jT U cosh .D/j Lc
if and only if M D

Ih ˝PNiD1 ˛i jeii hei jL C Ih ˝PNiD1 ˇiK jeii hei j j Lc
for some L 2 B.hI h˝ k/ and sequences .˛n/, .ˇn/ 2 `1 such that
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1C c2i wi sinh.jdi j/p
iˇi D ciwi sinh.jdi j/p














I C T 2UK sinh .D/j 

Lcp
1   0S D  
 
Ih ˝ jT UK sinh .D/

L    Ih ˝ jT U cosh .D/j Lc
if and only if




















 T DPNiD1 pip0 i jeii hei j,
 U DPNiD1 ˛ij˛i j jeii hei j DPNiD1 ˇijˇi j jeii hei j ,
 cosh.D/ DPNiD1 j˛i jp0   i jeii hei j,
 sinh.D/ DPNiD1 jˇi jp0   i jeii hei j.
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Let A be a unital Banach algebra with the unit 1.
Lemma A.0.7. Let a 2 A and let bW .0;1/! A be such that
lim
h!0C






keta   etb.h/k D 0;
for all T > 0.
Proof. Note first that for any k 2 N we have
ak   b.h/k
D.a   b.h//ak 1 C b.h/.a   b.h//ak 2 C : : :C b.h/k 1.a   b.h//:
By taking the norm of the above expression and applying the triangle inequality
we obtain
kak   b.h/kk
6ka   b.h/k.kakk 1 C kb.h/kkakk 2 C : : :C kb.h/kk 2kak C kb.h/kk 1/:
Fix T > 0, let ı > 0 be such that kb.h/k 6 kakC 1 whenever 0 < h < ı and take
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t 2 Œ0; T . If 0 < h < ı then we arrive at















6 tka   b.h/ket.kakC1/
6 T ka   b.h/keT.kakC1/
h!0C ! 0:










etx.h/   .1C hx.h//b thc
ˇˇˇ
D 0




˘ WD maxfm 2 Z W m 6 t
h
g.
Proof. The proof is inspired by [85, Example 2.3, p. 32].


















0 6 etx.h/   .1C hx.h//b thc 6 etx.h/   .1C hx.h// th 1 :
for all t > 0.
Now assume that T > 1 and let t 2 Œ0; T . Let 1 6 ˛ < ˇ < 1 define
a function f W Œ˛; ˇ ! RC by setting f .z/ D zt . It is clearly continuous and




ˇ   ˛ D f
0./:
We obtainˇˇ
ˇt   ˛t ˇˇ D f 0./.ˇ ˛/ D t t 1.ˇ ˛/ 6 T T 1.ˇ ˛/ 6 TˇT 1.ˇ ˛/: (A.1)
Let ı1 > 0 be such that ex.h/ 6 ex0 C 1 whenever 0 < h < ı1 and let ı2 > 0 be
such that .1C hx.h// 1h 6 ex0 C 1 whenever 0 < h < ı2.
If 0 < h < ı, where ı D minfı1; ı2g then we arrive at
ex.h/ 6 ex0 C 1 and .1C hx.h// 1h 6 ex0 C 1:
Therefore,ˇˇˇ














t ˇˇˇˇC .1C hx.h// 1 hx.h/eTx.h/:






t ˇˇˇˇC .1C hx.h// 1 hx.h/eTx.h/
6T .ex0 C 1/T .1C hx.h// 1
ˇˇˇ
ex.h/   .1C hx.h// 1h
ˇˇˇ
C .1C hx.h// 1 hx.h/eTx.h/
!0 as h! 0C:











.1C hb.h//b thc   eta D 0 (A.2)
for all T > 0.





if k 2 f0; : : : ; ng
0 otherwise
.
We haveeta   .1C hb.h//b thc 6 eta   etb.h/C etb.h/   .1C hb.h//b thc ;




















is always non-negative. Therefore, we obtain















D etkb.h/k   .1C hkb.h/k/b thc
h!0C! 0:
By applying Lemma A.0.10 we obtain the uniform convergence of (A.2) for t on
each compact subinterval of RC.
Let A D B.X/, where X is a Banach space.
Corollary A.0.10 (Euler’s formula for semigroups). Let .Tt/t>0 be a norm con-
tinuous semigroup of operators on X with generator A 2 B.X/.
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If BW .0;1/! B.X/ is such that
lim
h!0C






.I C hB.h//b thc   Tt D 0 (A.3)
for all T > 0.
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